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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In his observations on the teaching of English in the 

Philippines, Donald H. Alden, an authority on structural 

linguistics and the application of linguistic concepts to the 
teaching of English, mentions the typical errors of students 

both in high school and in college. Some of the sentences 

found in the students’ written work which he mentioned are:

1. So I go home and one of my classmate. And we are 

come back I’m afraid to enter these room because Mr. Namarco 

very angry.
2. But Basilio scept from the tanel down the walk 

and the Barak guard shots the boy, however he reached the 

house.
The first set of sentences was written by a first-year 

high school student and the second was written by a freshman 

in college. Concerning these examples and the many others 

that he has seen, Alden comments:

Visayan sentences are being rendered in English word 
by word or phrase by phrase, so that English structures 
appear and disappear like figures in a mist. This is 
what one expects to find when a second language is being 
learned in a haphazard fashion. Structures of the first 
language (here Visayan) will naturally be used by anyone 
under pressure to communicate until he has learned to 
substitute the structure of the second language.

Donald H. Alden,"The Teaching of English in the 
Philippines," Journal of Education, U. S. Educational Founda
tion, July-August, 1957
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These observations were made six years ago. The same 

observations can still be made of the quality of English our 

students speak and write at present.

The quality of English the Filipino children have now 

is a target of criticisms hurled from everywhere. Ways and 

means have been sought by educators to improve the methods 
of instruction so that schools may not be branded diploma 

mills. One of the recent methods being implemented in the 

field is the teaching of English the second language way. 

This method has brought about positive indication of growth, 

particularly in spoken English. In the elementary grades, 

children in the pilot or experimental grades, do produce highly 

acceptable English sounds patterned after their models, the 

teachers. It is undeniable, too, that only a very, very in

significant percentage of the teachers are not sold to teach

ing English the second language way. In spite of this con

viction, how many of our teachers in the elementary grades are 

good models? The secondary schools, as well as the colleges, 

therefore, are trying to answer the call. Seminars and demon

strations are being held from time to time for classroom 

teachers. In college, speech classes are offered. This 

subject should be a "must" for every teacher, whether an Eng

lish teacher or not. The deficiency, however, is not confined 

to student speech. It is just as evident in student writing.

A ten-year old boy who had been with an experimental
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class for three years was often heard saying "one centavos," 

or "one pesos." At a teachers1 conference, a high school 
teacher was heard saying: (a) "Enrol to your section advis

er." (b) "Suppose we interview before the test so that we 

will know if how many are interested in the course." (c) "At 

the end we will be able to determine if what course he is 

best for."
That teacher had earned 21 units in English in college. 

From the elementary grades to college, he must have been 

taught the basic structures. An analysis of his utterances 

will reveal the persistent interference of Hiligaynon.

Those recorded utterances, the utterances overheard 

and the erroneous sentences noted in students' work gave the 

writer some incentive to decide on the problem of this study.
In 1963, Congressman Gerardo Roxas2 of Capiz, shocked 

by the results of the bar examinations which had a mortality 

of 80 per cent, the highest ever recorded, called for an 

investigation of law education in the country. It seemed 

that most examinees failed because the questions which they 

did not understand were not being quite in the mold of the 

phrases they had memorized from their textbooks. And, in 

formulating their answers, they could not construct even 

fairly straight sentences that made sense. Civil Service

2Vicente Albano Pacis, "Our Most Valuable Industry," 
Weekly Graphic, March 23, 1963.
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Commissioner Abelardo Subido3 revealed that even teachers, 

many of them no doubt English majors, were so awkward in the 
language that it was embarrassing. The civil service commis

sioner, therefore, resorted to multiple choice quizzes. Even 

then the results were not encouraging. How many would have 

failed if the questions had asked for essay-type answers?

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem. A study of all possible er

rors in structuring English sentences is too broad a subject 

for a study of this scope; hence, this study was limited to 
errors in noun-head modifications, which were influenced by 

the Hiligaynon.

To arrive at satisfactory conclusions and recommenda

tions, the researcher attempted to find answers to the follow

ing subordinate problems:
1. What are the types of errors in noun-head modifi

cation which Visayan students are apt to commit?

2. What is the magnitude of each type of error?

3. Which of these errors are due to the interference 

of the Hiligaynon?

4. How is the influencing to be explained? What will 

contrastive analysis reveal?

Vicente Rivera, Jr., "What Has Happened to Our 
English?," Weekly Graphic, March 20, 1963.
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5.How much influence is exerted by Hiligaynon on 

the learning of English?
6. How will the findings of this study help the 

English teachers?

From this study, sources of difficulty were pointed 

out and a hierarchy of difficulties established.

Importance of the study. Two years ago Education 

Secretary Alejandro Roces, in taking note of the critical 

situation of English in our schools, formed a special council 

to probe the soft spots of English instruction. The very 

people who can pinpoint these soft spots are the teachers. 

Since English is a second language, the influence or inter

ference of the first language is certainly one of the trouble 

spots. It is hoped that the present study will be of value 

in helping arrest the deterioration of English instruction by 

pointing out where and how the native language of students in 

the Western Visayas (of which the cases under this study are 

believed to be fairly representative) interferes with the 

learning of one structure in English.
A study of these errors influenced by the Hiligaynon 

could be of great help to the English teachers. Typical er

rors revealed could be given top priority in the preparation 

of the courses of study or guides. Greater stress will be 

given to errors with higher percentage equivalent. Some of 

the errors revealed had been treated very lightly before, but
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the results of this study can make many of the English teach
ers realize how wrong they were.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The following are some terms used in this study which 

may have to be defined. Others will be defined as they ap

pear in the discussion.

Advanced structures. These are more difficult struc

tures that involve expansions. A clause is an advanced 

structure.

Analogy. It is the process of originating linguistic 

forms by comparing them with a previously learned model, 

usually a paradigm or a paradigmatic set.

Basic structures. These are structures that involve 

inflections. Function words are basic structures.

Constructions. Constructions are groups of words 

which are related to each other in some significant way. 

Thus: the school is a construction, the being a marker. 
In this case it marks the word school as a noun. On the 

other hand, school the is not a construction, since the two 

are not related in some significant way.

Corpus. It is the whole body of materials collected 

for and used in this study.
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Distribution. It is the whole set of environment in 

which a linguistic form appears and which permits a communi

cation situation.

Inflected form. It is a form consisting of a stem and 

an inflectional affix.

Lexical meaning. This refers to the meaning of a mor

pheme or word apart from the meaning it acquires by virtue of 

its position in a larger structure.

Linguistics. It is the science which attempts to under

stand language from the point of view of its internal struc

ture.

Morphology. This is one system in a language which 

tells of the relation of a portion to other portions as one 

word. In the English language, for example, the sign of 

plurality such as -es in boxes appears when the word appears.

Noun-head. This refers to the noun modified by a word 

or a series of words, a phrase, or a clause. In "three big 

houses," the noun-head is houses.

ø. This is zero choice which means that a category 
in one language may have no such comparable formative in 

another.

Obligatoryo This means that the speaker has only one
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choice in the language.

Optional. Optional means that the speaker has two or 

more choices.

Second language. It is the next language learned or 

acquired by a person who has already mastered the structure 
of one language. It is second in acquisition but not second 

in importance.

Transliteration. In this paper, transliteration is 

taken to mean a word-for-word rendering of one language in 

another.



CHAPTER II 

SUMMARY OF RELATED STUDIES

In his book, Language,1 Otto Jespersen defines language 

thus: Language is a set of human actions with a definite end 

in view; namely, the communication of thoughts and feelings. 
Language ranks highest which goes farthest in the act of ac

complishing much with little means, or in other words, which 

is able to express the greatest amount of learning with the 

simplest mechanism. The numerous mistakes made by one hand

ling his own language testify to the labor involved in learn
ing even one’s native language. Under ordinary circumstances 

he should not be conscious of any exertion in speaking.

Darwin,2 when asked, said that it is in the first 

three years of a man’s life that he learns most. A child’s 

linguistic development covers the screaming time, the crawl

ing or babbling time, and the talking time. The last period 

is again divided into two periods—"little language," the 

child’s own language, and that of the common language or 

language of the community. The "little language" is made by 

the child for itself through imperfect imitation of sounds 
of the child’s elders.

1 Otto Jespersen, Language (Ruskin House, Museum Street: 
George Alden and Unwin, Ltd., 1917).

2 Ibid.
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Why is the native language learned so well? Some say 

it is because the child’s organs of speech are flexible. This 

flexibility of tongue and lips is lost in later life. Although 

the child makes countless mistakes in sound, the child’s ear 

is especially sensitive to impressions. The child has no es

tablished habits to contend against, but the child acquires 

sounds through a continuous struggle against bad habits. The 

child has nothing much to do at the time either. Others claim, 

on the other hand, that the answer lies partly in the behavior 

towards the child and of the people around it. The child has 

many advanced opportunities of hearing his mother-tongue all 
the year round. He hears the language in all possible situa
tions. Gesture and facial expressions harmonize with the 

words uttered and keep the child to a right understanding.

The baby also has a longer time to store up his impres

sions and continue his experiments, until by trying again and 

again he at last gets his lesson learned in all its tiny de

tails. The man in the foreign country, on the other hand, 

must make himself understood. He goes out trying till he has 

acquired a form of speech which he finds natives understand, 

which recognizable language may yet be incorrect.

Jespersen3 adds other factors that influence language 

learning: individuality of the child and sex. Some children

3 Ibid.
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develop very rapidly for some years, while others attain the 

power to develop steadily at a much later age. The two sexes 
differ very greatly in regard to speech—as in regard to other 

things. Little girls, on the average, learn to talk earlier 

and more quickly than boys. Statistics in many countries have 
proved that there are more stammerers and bad speakers among 

boys and men than among girls and women. The great recep

tivity of women, their great power of, and pleasure in, imita

tion, and their histrionic talent are of help at an early age.

By the time a Filipino child then is ready to enter the 

first grade, at the age of six or seven, he has mastered the 
language of his home, the language he has learned from his 

mother and the members of his family. His first language is 

his native dialect and his second language, English or Pilipino.

Two or more languages then may be used alternately by 

the same person, who is called a bilingual. One result of 

such language contact is the phenomenon called interference. 

Deviations from norms of either language, evident in the speech 

of the bilingual, have invited the interest of the linguist.
In his article,"Language in Contact," Uriel Weinreich4 

presents an interesting discussion on bilingualism. Aptitude, 

age of learning, motivation for use, and opportunities for

4 Sol Saporta, Psycholinguistics (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1961).
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learning are strong factors that reinforce learning among 

bilinguals according to this article.

The primary motivation in language learning is useful

ness of communication. The greater readiness of children 

than of older persons to learn the language of their environ
ment is associated with their craving for membership in the 

group of their contemporaries. Other motivations are function 
in social advance, emotional evolvement, religious and litera

ry cultural values.

What age is the best time to learn a language? Einar 

Haugen in his article, "The Bilingual Individual," included 

in Saporta's volume,5 characterizes language learning at dif
ferent age levels. The stages of man’s ages are, grossly, 

infancy, childhood, adolescence, and adulthood; and one can 

correspondingly speak of infant, childhood, adolescent, and 

adult bilingualism. Infant bilingualism is characterized by 

the simultaneous learning of two languages; childhood bilin

gualism means the establishment of a second language during 

the early school years after the first has been learned in 

the family. Childhood is a favorable period for second-language 

learning because the second language will not compete directly 
with the first, and the learner has not lost his mental plas
ticity. One American neurophysiologist6 reports discoveries

5 Ibid., pp. 398-399. 6 Ibid.
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made in operating on the brains of epileptics, tending to 

show that as people grow older, the language-learning centers 

in the brain harden. A child can substitute the right hemi

sphere of the brain for the left which normally controls 

speech, but older persons cannot do this. Adolescent and 

adult bilingualism emphasize the content of the language and 
neglect the formal system. The adult can solve intellectual 

problems more readily than the child, but he has less taste 

for rote memorization of the kind that is inevitable and even 

enjoyable to the child.

Haugen7 also describes the different types of bilin

gualism that bilinguals may achieve. A second language may 

be coordinate with the first, or constitute a compound system 

with it, either as a whole or in specific parts so that a con

tinuum of gradual transition from one to the other exists. 

Any recognition by the bilingual of similarities in form or 

distribution of items in one language with items of the other 

must exist in his mind in the form of neural association. 

Under given conditions, this association will either enable 

him or mislead him to transfer items from one language to 

another; in the latter case, there is interference. It ap

pears that languages are not stored in different parts of the 

brain, and their distinction depends on such mechanism as

7 Ibid., pp. 402-403.
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feedback stimuli and the associations built up by the previ

ous experience with each of the languages.
Hiligaynon is one of the twelve most important groups 

 of Philippine dialects.8 These groups are (1) Batan, 

(2) Iloko, (3) Pangasinan, (4) Pampanga, (5) Sambal, (6) Dia

lects in the mountain districts of Luzon, (7) Tagalog, 
(8) Bicol, (9) Bisaya divided into Cebu, Samar-Leyte, and 

Hiligaynon (Western Visayas), (10) Mangyan, (11) Tagbanuas, 

and (12) Sulu and Magindanaw.

Hiligaynon is the dialect of four Western Visayan prov

inces--Iloilo, Capiz, Antique, and Negros Occidental. This 
dialect is divided into two kinds: the Hiligaynon proper and 

its variant called "kinaray-a." The modern facilities of 

intercommunication, however, have resulted in decreasing the 

line of demarcation between the districts where one or the 

other is spoken. Colloquial Hiligaynon, therefore, is a 

combination of Hiligaynon, some variants, some Spanish words 

which have made their way into this dialect and borrowed 

English words for which there are no local equivalents.
The article "The Learning of a Foreign Language,"9 

by Aguas discusses how English has gained in importance in

8 Antonio Isidro, Principles of Education Applied to 
the Philippines (Manila: Miranda and Sons, 1950).

9 Estrella F. Aguas, "The Learning of a Foreign Lan
guage," The Philippine Education Forum, 13:4, April, 1964.



Philippine education. In the early years, foreign language 

learning was important only for purposes of advanced and 

intensive scholarship in the various disciplines. It was 

also important to a select few for "adornment." Mastery of 

a foreign language had a snob appeal because it was one of 

the badges of membership in the upper social level.
The world conditions during the past years have added 

a plebian utility to language learning. Language learning 

and language teaching then have lately received a good deal 

of attention and thought.

Because English is a second language to most Filipinos, 
the teaching of English is a vital problem in the Philippines. 
The problem is complicated by the multiplicity of language 

taught and by legislation on the problem. Much has been writ

ten about this particular phase of the general problem.

The NEC-ICA-BPS Survey Team members, as they went from 

region to region in the country to make first-hand observa

tions of instruction and as they had occasions to confer with 

many individuals and groups of teachers, public officials, 

former officials or presidents of universities and colleges, 

and former Department of Education heads or officials, were 

informed of the deterioration in the English of students and 

teachers as well as in the teaching of English. From tests 

administered to Grade IV pupils and to Second year students 

in high schools by the Survey Team, it was revealed that the

15
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school children tested were a year or two below comparable 

groups tested in 1952 by the Monroe Mission and in 1947 in 

various phases of reading and language. The Survey Team mem

bers gave their observations and suggestions toward the 

improvement of English instruction in our schools. The Joint 
Congressional Committee, composed exclusively of Filipinos in 

1949, the UNESCO Consultative Education Mission, and the NEC- 
ICA-BPS Survey Team in 1960 recommended more research and

 experimentation in connection with the language problem.10
Rhoades,11 who was a Peace Corps volunteer for one 

year at the J. P. Laurel High School, in an article, "Achiev
ing Good English," points out some of the non-standard or un- 

American speech used by Filipino students. She presents the 

list of some idioms which should be eliminated. These are 

derived mostly from one of the Filipino languages. She feels 

that Filipino English should be eliminated or prevented as 

early as possible by drill or by correct example and modeling.
Bernardino12 sums up the factors that have caused a

10 Manuel Lim, "Shortcomings of the Philippine Educa
tional System, Remedial Measures Adopted and Proposed Solu
tions," A Report by the former Secretary of Education.

11 Carolyn Rhoades, "Achieving Good English," The 
M S T English Quarterly, 14:2-3, July-October, 1964

12 Pedro B. Esperat, "Current Educational Problems 
in the Philippines," The Curriculum Bulletin, 1:2, November, 
1964.
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general deterioration of the quality of English in our 

schools thus: diminution of time when English is spoken; 
difficulty met by pupils in learning more than one language; 

the deterioration being a concomitant of the general lower

ing of educational standards; ineffective method of teaching 

English in the context of multi-lingual situations in school; 

inadequate supply of textbooks and other learning aids.

He stresses that the language problem in our educa
tional system is a "major" one. From 1940-1956, the language 

situation was bad enough. He asserts:

There is no other system of education where a tri
language situation exists in the first few grades of 
schooling as in the Philippines. Test administered in 
March, 1961, to Grade IV graduates who were taught in 
this language set-up showed that less than 50 per cent 
of such pupils became functional literates in their 
own vernacular.13

Nida,14 in his book, Learning a Foreign Language 

enumerates the primary reasons why a foreign language is dif

ficult to learn in classrooms. He mentions that the classes 

are too large, that the foreign language is not used, the 

books are poorly designed and uninteresting, and grammar is 

taught as the easy way out.
He contends that language must be automatic, or it is 

practically useless. The person who must stop to figure out

13 Ibid.

14 Eugene A. Nida, Learning a Foreign Language (New 
York: Friendship Press, 1950).
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the right forms or who must grope constantly for words has 

not learned a foreign language.
Lado15 reports that individuals tend to transfer the 

forms and meanings and the distributions of forms and mean

ings of their native language.
Fries confirms this in his book, The Structure of 

English.16 He cites that the grammatical structures of a 

language have form and meaning. To lucidate this point, he 

gives an example: book-books, idea-ideas, heart-hearts. 
The form is the "S" ending (-S, -Z, -IZ) for the plural and 

the omission of the ending for the singular. The meaning is 

"one" versus "more than one." Every structure has distribu

tion; that is, it occurs in certain situations or environ

ments and does not occur in others. In English the "S" plural 

occurs in noun heads such as books, telephones, and so forth, 

but does not occur in modifiers of noun heads such as good in 

"good books," or telephone in "telephone books," and so forth. 

In some other languages, a plural inflection does occur in 

modifiers of nouns as well as in nouns. In transferring a 

native language structure, the learner transfers its distribu

tion as well as its form and meaning.

15 Robert Lado, Linguistics Across Cultures (Ann 
Harbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1957).

16 Charles C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English 
as a Foreign Language (Ann Harbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 194?).



Fries17 further states that the student tends to trans

fer the sentence forms, modification, devices, the number, 
gender, and case patterns of his native language.

The transfer, however, occurs very subtly so that the 

learner is not even aware of it unless it is called to his 

attention in specific instances.
Gerald Dykstra, in his book Teach Grammar,18 mentions 

that for the student who wants to speak a second language, 

learning the grammar consists of acquiring a set of habits for 

the use of structural signals of that particular language.

Sometimes a grammatical pattern in the second language 
may correspond very closely to an analogous pattern in the 
student’s native language. If this is true, he will probably 

have very little if any difficulty in production and response 

in the new language. If the pattern is different from that in 

his language, he will usually have to become consciously aware 

of the new pattern first and then establish it as a habit.
Fries19 asserts that the list of problems resulting 

from the comparison of the foreign language with the native 
language will be a most significant list for teaching, testing, 

research, and understanding.

17 Ibid.
18 Gerald Dykstra, Teach Grammar (Michigan: University 

of Michigan Press ,1950).
19 Fries, loc. cit.

19
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Fries20 states further that the most effective materi

als are those that are based upon a scientific description 

of the language to be learned, and carefully compared with a 

parallel description of the native language of the learner. 

If all languages are characterized by their adequacy and 

recursive power, it follows that they can be compared or 

contrasted.
Lado21 states that the assumption that any sample of a 

language represents the learning problems for that language 

is holding back progress in the research on the psychology of 

language learning. A meaningful experiment on the effective
ness of an oral technique cannot be designed unless what the 
student is to learn and what he already knows are known.

Simply speaking some sentences and checking comprehen

sion does not ensure coverage of what the student has to learn, 

and certainly two sentences are not linguistically the same 

simply because they rank the same in difficulty.

Results of the linguistic comparison of the native and 

the foreign languages can pinpoint research problems, and 

individuals can carry out highly significant and sorely needed 
experiments single-handed.

A contrastive analysis of English and Tagalog was done

20 Ibid. 21 
Lado, loc. cit.
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by Aguas22 for purposes of ordering and sequencing teaching 

and learning materials• The study strongly supported the 

hypothetical value of contrastive analysis and amplified the 

area of strength and weaknesses of the contrastive analysis 

as a predictive tool. Dr. Aguas believes that every class

room can very well be a laboratory for empirical validation 
of theory.

Schachter,23 in his contrastive analysis of English 

and Pangasinan, points out the shortest route to mastery of 

the basic structure of English for the native speakers of 

Pangasinan. The differences spotted during the analysis of 
the two languages pinpoint the trouble spots.

Stockwell also did a contrastive analysis of English 

and Tagalog.24 His interest was on grammar. The study pro

vided a scientific basis for the preparation of teaching 

materials in the Philippines.

In his contrastive analysis of English and Pangasinan, 
Schachter25 had this fundamental premise of the theory of

22 Aguas, loc. cit.
23 Paul Schachter, A Contrastive Analysis of English 

and Pangasinan (Los Angeles, California: University of 
California, 1959).

24 Robert P. Stockwell, A Contrastive Analysis of 
English and Tagalog (Los Angeles, California: University 
of California, 1957).

25 Schachter, loc. cit.
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grammar: a grammar of a language is a set of rules that 

generate all and only the grammatical utterances of the lan
guage (i.e., all and only those utterances that a native 

speaker of the language might produce). A grammar is thus a 

kind of utterance—generating machine. It follows that the 

one with maximum simplicity of construction comes closest to 
matching the native speaker’s potential utterance production— 

the one, in other words, that constitutes the most adequate 
model of the speaker’s practice.

One intensive study that helped predict difficulties 

for Hiligaynon speakers learning English was made by Macario 

B. Ruiz.26 This contrastive analysis of Hiligaynon and English 
identified and predicted typical difficulties in tense-aspect 

modifications. The hierarchy of difficulty established in the 

analysis was of much help to the English teachers. It reveals 

how the nature, kind, as well as the number of identifiable 
differences in the features of English tense-aspect modifica

tions and their translation equivalents in Hiligaynon inter

fere with the learning of the target language.

Another comparative study which is nearer the present

26 Macario B. Ruiz, "Weighting and Sequencing English, 
Tense-Aspect Modifications for Hiligaynon Speakers" (disserta
tion submitted in partial satisfaction of the requirements 
for the degree of Doctor of Education, UCLA, Los Angeles, 
California, 1963).
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 problem was ably done by Esperanza Catedral.27 The study 

involved the analysis of English and Hiligaynon structure pat

terns for the development of materials for teaching English 

as a second language. The study reveals some of the structural 

differences and some structural similarities between English 
and Hiligaynon sentence structure. This study has proved that 
Hiligaynon and English have different perspectives, so that 

they do not report experience and thought in the same way. 

The Hiligaynon speaker studying English has to rearrange his 

thinking when he studies the new language.

This study has hoped to reveal how Hiligaynon inter
feres with the learning of English as a second language. The 

findings of this study could be of value to the English teach

ers. The trouble spots on noun-head modifications due to the 

influence of the native language have been pinpointed and the 

hierarchy of difficulty has been established.

27 Esperanza Catedral, "A Comparative Study of English 
and Hiligaynon Structure Patterns for the Development of Ma
terials for Teaching English as a Second Language" (unpub
lished Master’s thesis, Central Philippine University, 
Iloilo City, 1964).



The students' written work is an indication of how 

much learning has taken place. If no learning has taken 

place, a study of the common errors will reveal the probable 
cause or causes. Since this research involves a study of 
certain common errors in sentence structure, a collection of 

compositions written by students whose grade levels ranged 

from Grade VI to the fourth year was made. The cooperating 

teachers were requested to give the students only the minimum 
of help; hence, the compositions which were eventually collect

ed were more or less the students’ own free expression.

The Dumangas High School, the Pototan Vocational High 

School, the Janiuay Vocational High School, the Cabatuan 

High School, the Santa Barbara Vocational High School, and 

the Santa Barbara Elementary School all contributed to the 

collection. The total number collected from the six schools 

was 2,402. Out of this number, eight hundred compositions 

selected at random (one out of three) served as the corpus 
of this study.

Since this study of student errors was limited to those 

occurring in the construction of noun-head modification, ref

erences discussing this particular structure were referred 

to. Then all the sentences containing errors in the use of

CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF PROCEDURE
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this structure were taken down for analysis.
The following steps were followed in this study: 

A. The compositions were grouped and analyzed by 
grade levels. The errors were taken down as they appeared 

in context. Patterns of errors in the construction of noun

head modification were noted, and instances of errors in the 

corpus were tallied in appropriate sections. Probably it 
needs to be said that a sentence where an error in noun-head 

modification was noted may have other errors besides which 

were not within the scope of this study and were disregarded.

A "key" error for each type was kept in mind during 
the analysis not only to make the work systematic but also 
to serve as a check against any shifting in basis during the 

classification or reclassification, because of the passage 
of time between periods of study. The errors were first 

classified under eleven categories, but when another study 

revealed smaller patterns, some types were again reclassified 

and given sub-types. For example, errors in the use of 

articles were regrouped into three finer categories. Clause 

modifiers yielded four sub-types of errors. In the use of 

pronominal modifiers, errors in number and gender were origin

ally thought of, but later, errors in person were noted.

The errors were reclassified under the following 
categories:

1. Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase
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Markers and the Noun Head.
Determiners such as a, an, this, that, these, those, 

several, any, each, many, few, other, one, two, and other 

numeral adjectives are noun indicators. Lack of agreement 

in number between a determiner and a noun head was counted 

an error.
Key: I have one brother and two sister.
2. Vocabulary Inappropriateness.

This category covers the errors made in the 

choice of words used as noun-head modifiers. However, 
errors in the use of articles, errors in the choice of 
the relating word in clause construction, and errors 

in the choice of expressions to express comparison 

were excluded.

Key: I saw a foolish dog.

3. Articles.
Errors in the use of articles were classified 

into three sub-types.

a. Unnecessary Use of Articles.
Key: I heard (a) music.

b. Omission of Necessary Articles.
Key: I'm in / first year.

c. Indifferent Usage.

Key: I have a activity in the school.

4. Wrong Form of the Genitive.

Errors under this category included the wrong
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number of nouns used in the of-phrase in partitive 

genitive constructions and the omission of the apos

trophe or 's after nouns in the attributive position.

a. One of the leader will bring the knife.

b. He got well beyond his mother expectation.
5. Wrong Expression of Comparison.

Under this category were listed any inept ex

pression of equality, inequality, or degree of differ

ence or similarity between compared sentence parts. 
The errors may be the use of double comparison or the 
wrong choice of the relating words, or the use of the 

wrong inflection.
a. It was the most happiest fiesta we ever had. 

6. Clause Modifiers.

The study was confined to adjective clauses. 

Four types of errors were considered as belonging to 

this category.
a. Necessary Relating Word Is Omitted.

Key: I received a Christmas gift came from 

my uncle.

b. Lack of Agreement in Number Between the 
Antecedent of the Connecting Word and the Verb of the 

Modifying Clause.

Key: These are the questions that prevails in 

my mind.
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c. Inappropriate Relating Word.

Key: Is there anyone which I saw a few 
minutes ago.

d. Miscellaneous Errors in Clause Construc

tion, Usually the Incorrect Use of the Relating Word 
as Object of a Preposition.

Key: The library in which I saw a few moments 

ago.

Under this category, errors in the use of tense 

forms within a modifying clause were excluded.

7. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers.
Any lack of agreement in number, gender, or 

person between a pronominal modifier and its antecedent 

was listed down here.

a. No Agreement in Number.

Key: My classmate brought their radio.

b. Error in Gender.

Key: His maid cooks her breakfast every 

morning.
c. Shift in Person.

Key: Everybody enjoys the spirit of Christmas 

by giving gifts to your friends.

8. Incorrect Word Order.

Error here comprises the incorrect arrangement 

of a series of one-word modifiers.
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Key: When the all thing is ready, one child 
go to the front.

9. Use of Unnecessary Expressions.

Wordiness may be seen in the use of expressions 

that are unnecessarily repetitive, or whose meanings 
are so clearly implied in context that they are not 

needed.

Key: Individuals below twenty-one years of ages 

cannot drink alcoholic drinks.

10. Wrong Position.

One-word or phrase or clause modifiers should 

be placed as close as possible to the noun head modi
fied. Modifiers placed in ambiguous positions were 

counted wrong.
Key: I ran to my mother crying desperately. 

11. Incorrect Word Building.

Noun-head modifiers may be derivatives. Errors 

in forming derivatives include:

a. Omission of the Hyphen in Compound Modifiers. 

Key: One way traffic is not practice in school. 

b. Use of the Wrong Verbal Forms as Noun-Head 
Modifiers.

Key: We prepared something to cooked.

c. Adding -s to Substantives Used as Noun 

Head Modifiers.
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Key: We prepared our vegetables garden.
With the errors properly listed and grouped, a fre

quency count of the occurrence in the compositions collected 

from each grade level was taken. In order to evaluate the 

degree of difficulty of each type of error, three measures 

were taken.
B. The percentage equivalent of each error in relation 

to the total number of errors recorded for each grade level 

was solved for. The rank of this error was studied through 

the grade levels. This measure was to derive some indication 
of the persistence of the error.

C. The ranking of each error in the total picture of 

the educative process was determined by summing up all its 

occurrences in all the cases studied, and comparing the fre

quency of occurrence with that of the other errors.

D. For errors for which the context yielded objective 
(in this case, structural) and unequivocal evidence of correct 

usage, as well as incorrect usage, another count was taken for 

a section in the Fourth Year. In this study, the instances 
of correct usage were noted also. This sampling was considered 

to give an indication of the success of the teaching, at the 

end of the period under study, by showing the relative occur

rence of correct against incorrect usage of the same construc

tion.

E. Lest undue weight was given to the work of any one 

student, tallying of frequency per subject committing the



error was done. An error must be committed twice or more in 

order to be counted against a child. In this count, there

fore, the number of cases committing the error was recorded, 
without respect to the number of times (above two) that the 

error was committed.
F. Finally, the correct version of some recorded sen

tences which illustrated the typical errors found in this 

study was given to a native informant to translate into Hili- 

gaynon. The researcher compared each version with her own, 

she being a native speaker of Hiligaynon herself. Then a 

comparative study of the correct English sentences, the in
correct English sentences and their Hiligaynon translations 
was undertaken. From the analysis, conclusions were drawn as 

to what errors were caused by the interference of the native 

speech on the learning of the second language. An explanation 

of the structuring of the interfering patterns was given.

Larger conclusions were derived after the frequency 

counts and the comparative study of the language systems in

volved. On the basis of these conclusions, recommendations 
for remedial measures and further studies are submitted for 

thoughtful consideration.
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CHAPTER IV 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ENGLISH SENTENCES 

AND THEIR HILIGAYNON GLOSS

Correct Sentences Hiligaynon Version Wrong Sentences

I. Articles:

A. Omission of 
Necessary articles.

1. I mixed the 
white with the 
yolk.

1. Ginsamu ko ang 
puti sa batog.

1. I mixed the 
white with / 
yolk.

2. I was a stran
ger in the place.

2. Bag-ohanon ako 
sa duog.

2. I was / stran
ger in the place.

B. Unnecessary Use 
of Articles.

1. I heard music. 1. Nakabati ako 
sang lanton.

1. I heard (a) 
music.

2. Our leader 
bought bread and 
soft drinks.

2. Ang pangulo 
namon nagbakal 
sang tinapay kag 
mga ilimnon.

2. Our leader 
bought (a) bread 
and soft drinks.

C. Indifferent Usage

1. The leader 
stayed to clean 
the room.

1. Ang pangulo 
nagpabilin sa 
pagpaninlo sang 
hulot.

1. The leader 
stayed to clean 
a room.

2. She gave me an 
umbrella.

2. Ginhatagan 
niya ako sing 
payong.

2. She gave me a 
umbrella.



Correct Sentences Hiligaynon Version Wrong Sentences

D. Lack of Agreement 
in Number Between 
Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun Head

1. We learn many 
things in school.

1. Madamu ang aton 
ginatun-an sa 
bulothu-an.

1. We learn many 
thing in school.

2. I learn to 
speak well in 
this class.

2. Nagatuon ako sa 
paghambal sing 
maayo sa sini nga 
klase.

2. I learn to speak 
well in in these 
class.

E. Vocabulary In
appropriateness

1. He is willing 
to contribute a 
little amount of 
money.

1. Naluyag sia 
magamut bisan 
diutay lamang nga 
kantidad sang 
kuarta.

1. He is willing 
to contribute a 
few amount of 
money.

2. We conversed 
with each other.

2. Nagsugilanon
kami nga duha.

2. We conversed 
with its other.

II. Wrong Form of the 
Genitive.

A. Partitive Geni
tive.

1. One of the 
wheels was out of 
place.

1. Ang isa sang 
mga kariton wala 
sa iya lugar.

1. One of the wheel 
was out of place.

2. Many of the 
girls went to 
church.

2. Madamu sang mga 
babae ang nag- 
kadto sa simbahan

2. Many of the girl 
went to church.

B. 's Genitive

1. My mother's 
name is Ana.

1. Ang ngalan ni 
Nanay si Ana.

1. My mother name 
is Ana.

2. They rushed to 
Cecelia’s mother.

2. Nagdinaguso 
sila sa iloy ni 
Cecelia.

2. They rushed to 
Cecelia mother.
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Correct Sentences Hiligaynon Version Wrong Sentences

C. Wrong Expression 
of Comparison.

1. Of all cele
brations, this 
year’s town 
fiesta is the 
happiest.

1. Sa tanan nga 
pagsaulog, ang 
karon nga piyesta 
amo ang labing 
pinakamasadya.

1. But in all fies
ta this year our 
town fiesta is the 
most happiest.

2. It was the 
most enjoyable 
fiesta we ever 
had.

2. Sa tanan amo 
gid ato ang la
bing malipayon 
nga piyesta nga 
amon nasaksihan.

2. It was the en
joyable fiesta 
we ever had.

III. Clause Modifiers.

A. Necessary Relat
ing Word Is Omitted

1. Many people who 
go to Villa Beach 
stay there the 
whole day.

1. Madamu sa mga 
tao nga nagakadto 
sa Villa Beach 
nagapabilin sa 
bilog nga adlao.

1. Many people/ go 
to Villa Beach 
stay there the 
whole day.

2. I received the 
Christmas gift 
which came from 
my uncle.

2. Nabaton ko ang 
paskua nga nag- 
halin sa akon 
tio.

2. I received the 
Christmas gift / came from my 
uncle.

B. Lack of Agreement 
in Number Between 
the Antecedent and 
the Verb of the 
Modifying Clause.

1. We have books 
that tell about 
English litera
ture.

1. May mga tulon- 
an kami nga naga 
esplicar sang 
literatura sang 
mga Ingles.

1. We have books 
that tells about 
English litera
ture.

2. He has a per
sonality that 
commands respect.

2. May personali
dad sia nga tala- 
huron.

2. He has a person- 
ality that command 
respect.
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Correct Sentences Hiligaynon Version Wrong Sentences

C. Inappropriate 
Relating Word.

1. There is a sales 
girl who greets 
you with a smile.

-1. May babae nga 
manogbaligya nga 
naga tamyaw sa 
imo sing matam-is 
nga yuhum.

1. There is a sales- 
girl which greets 
you with a smile.

2. I met a well- 
dressed man who 
I thought was my 
townmate.

2. Nasugata ko ang 
lalaki nga ma-ayo 
mamiste nga abi 
ko anay kasimanwa.

2. I met a well- 
dressed man which 
I expected my 
townmate.

D. Miscellaneous 
Errors in Clause 
Construction, Usu
ally the Incorrect 
Use of the Relating 
Word as Object of 
a Preposition

1. I thought of 
the lady whom I 
saw in the libra
ry just a few 
minutes ago.

1. Nagpanumdum ako 
sang dalaga nga 
nakita ko sa 
cuarto nga balasa- 
han sa wala pa lang 
dugay.

1. I thought of the 
lady in the library 
in which I saw just 
a few minutes ago.

2. Many other 
crimes have been 
committed by peo
ple who, when 
caught, will be 
sentenced to death

2. Madamu nga mga 
krimen ang nahimo 
sang mga tao kon 
madakpan paga 
hukman sing kama- 
tayon.

2. Many other crimes 
have been committed 
by people in which 
if caught they may be 
sentenced to death.

IV. Incorrect Use of 
Pronominal Modifiers

A. No Agreement in 
Number.

1. He depends on 
his neighbor’s 
work and his 
things are over
loaded with "ku- 
digos."

1. Nagasalig sia 
sa obra sang iya 
kaiping kay ang 
tanan niya nga 
dala nagasalagahay 
sang kulopyahan.

1. He depends on 
his neighbor's 
work and their 
things are over
loaded with "ku- 
digos."
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Correct Sentences Hiligaynon Version Wrong Sentences

2. Everyone had 
his own egg to 
break.

2. Ang tagsa-tagsa 
may iya sia nga 
itlog nga paga 
buk-on.

2. Everyone had 
their own egg 
to break.

B. Error in Gender.

1. Amy went to 
meet her boy 
friend.

1. Si Amy nagpa- 
kigkita sa iya 
amigo.

1. Amy went to 
meet his boy 
friend.

2. Lito got a 
picture from his 
pocket.

2. Nagkuha si Lito 
sang isa ka re- 
trato sa iya 
bulsa.

2. Lito got a 
picture from 
her pocket.

C. Shift in Person.

1. I plant flowers 
in my garden be
cause they add 
beauty to my sur 
roundings•

 1. Nagatanum ako
: sang bulak sa
: akon laguerta
- kay sila naga- 

dugang patahum 
sang akon palibot.

1. I plant flowers 
in my garden be
cause they add 
beauty to your 
surroundings.

2. Either people 
quit smoking or 
they dig their 
own graves.

2. Ang mga tao 
maguntat sang 
pagpanabako kon 
indi gani sila 
man lamang ang 
magakutkot sang 
ila lulubngan.

2. People quit 
smoking or they 
dig your own 
graves.

D. Incorrect Word 
Order.

1. After all the 
children had 
finished their 
work, the leader 
went out.

1. Pagkatapos 
sang tanan nga 
kabata-an sang 
ila hilikuton 
ang pangulo nag- 
gua.

1. When the all 
children finished, 
the leader went 
out.

2. After arrang
ing all the 
things, the 
leader came back

2. Nagbalik ang 
pangulo pagkata- 
pus niya pangare- 
glar sang tanan 
niya nga galami- 
ton.

2. After finished 
arranging the all 
things, the leader 
come back.
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Correct Sentences Hiligaynon Version Wrong Sentences

E. Use of Irrelevant 
Expression.

1. My grandfather 
began the story 
about one man.

1. Si Lolo nag- 
umpisa sang is- 
torya nahanungod 
sang isa ka tao.

1. My grandfather 
began the story 
(about) of one 
man.

2. What is the 
name of the bus 
going to Baguio?

2. Ano ang ngalan 
sang bus nga naga 
biyahe sa Baguio?

2. What's the name 
of the bus (in) 
going to Baguio?

F. Wrong Position.

1. Crying with 
fright, I ran to 
my mother.

1. Nagdalagan ako 
nga nagahibi nga 
may kahadluk pa- 
kadto kay Nanay.

1. I ran to my 
mother crying 
with fright.

2. It was in 1941 
when World War 
II broke out.

2. Ang ikaduha nga 
kalibutanon nga 
inaway natabo 
sang 1941.

2. It was in 1941 
when II World 
War broke out.

G. Incorrect Word 
Building.

1. Mother gave me 
a ten-peso bill.

1. Ginhatagan ako 
ni Nanay sing 
napulo-on nga 
cuarta.

1. Mother gave me 
a ten peso bill.

2. His finished 
project is to be 
made the model.

2. Ang natapos 
niya nga obra 
pagahimuon nga 
modelo.

2. His finish 
project is to be 
made the model.
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CHAPTER V

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The Ranking of the Errors Committed and Its Significance

The significance of the errors found in student work 
was evaluated from two perspectives; namely, (1) frequency 

of occurrence in relation to total errors committed, and 
(2) frequency of occurrence in relation to correct responses.

The second approach was based on the data yielded by 

the fourth year sampling only. This decision was based on 

the following reasons: Counting the correct responses found 
in the entire corpus consisting of eight hundred compositions 
in addition to other tabulations and compilations appeared to 

the researcher to be physically overwhelming. The research

er further believes that the fourth year is the period best 

indicative of the success of teaching done in the period under 

study. It is during this period, which is the end period for 

the present study, when the residual amount of learning that 

has taken place is best revealed.

A gross count of the frequency of errors as shown in 

Table I and a count of the number of cases committing each 
error1 (Table II) point out the relative difficulty of each

1 A student is said to have committed an error if he 
commits the same type of error at least twice.



TYPE OF ERROR

RANK OF DIFFICULTY 
IN YEAR

TOTAL 
RECORD
ED FRE
QUENCY

PERCENT
AGE EQUI
VALENT OF 

TOTAL

OVERALL
RANKINGGrade

VI 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

1. Lack of Agree- 
ment in Number 
Between Noun- 
Phrase Markers 
and the Noun 
Head 2 2 2 2 4 295 19.4 2

2. Vocabulary 
Inappropriate- 
ness 3 5.5 4 3 3 165 10.8 4

3. Articles 1 1 1 1 1 516 33.9 1
a. Use of Ar
ticles 193

b. Omission of 
Necessary 
Articles 276

c. Indifferent 
Usage 47

4. Wrong Form of 
the Genitive 4 4 6 4 5 120 7.9 5
a. Partitive 62
b. 's Genitive 58

5. Wrong Expres
sion of Compari
son 10 7.5 8 8.5 9.5 24 1.6 9

6. Clause Modi
fiers 8.5 9.5 5 6 6 75 4.9 6
a. Necessary 
Relating Word 
Is Omitted 9

TABLE I

THE RANK OF DIFFICULTY OF EACH TYPE OF ERROR

FOR ALL GRADE LEVELS
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TYPE OF ERROR

RANK OF DIFFICULTY 
IN YEAR

TOTAL 
RECORD
ED FRE
QUENCY

PERCENT
AGE EQUI
VALENT OF

TOTAL

OVERALL
RANKINGGrade 

VI 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

b. Lack of 
Agreement in 
Number Between 
the Antecedent 
and the Use 
of the Modi
fying Clause 45

c. Inappropri
ate Relating 
Word 19

d. Miscella
neous Error 
in Clause 
Construction, 
Usually the 
Incorrect Use 
of the Relat
ing Word as 
Object of a 
Preposition 2

7. Incorrect Use 
of Pronominal 
Modifier 8.5 7.5 7 11 8 37 2.4 8
a. No Agree
ment in Number 22

b. Error in 
Gender 12

c. Shift in 
Person 3

8. Incorrect 
Word Order 5.5 9.5 11 8.5 11 15 1.0 11

9. Use of Irre
levant Expres

sion 7 5.5 9 7 7 68 4.5 7

TABLE I (continued)
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TYPE OF ERROR
RANK OF DIFFICULTY 

IN YEAR
TOTAL 

RECORD
ED FRE
QUENCY

PERCENT
AGE EQUI
VALENT OF 

TOTAL

OVERALL
RANKINGGrade 

VI 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

10. Wrong Posi
tion 0 11 10 10 9.5 21 1.4 10

11. Incorrect 
Word Building 5.5 3 3 5 2 187 12.3 3

TABLE I (continued)
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TYPES OF ERRORS
YEAR

GRADE VI 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
TNS--39 TNS--189 TNS--189 TNS--209 TNS--174
NC PE NC PE NC PE NC PE NC PE

1. Lack of Agreement in 
Number Between Noun-Phrase 
Markers and the Noun Head 12 30.8 21 11.1 28 14.8 23 11.0 13 7.5

2. Vocabulary Inappropri
ateness 1 2.6 5 2.6 6 3.2 0 0.0 11 6.3

3. Articles 17 43.6 21 11.1 21 11.1 23 11.0 30 17.2
a. Unnecessary Use of 

Articles 1 13 9 11 14
b. Omission of Articles 13 8 12 11 13
c. Indifferent Usage 3 0 0 1 3

LEGEND: TNS--Total number of students used in this study 
NC--Number of cases 
PE--Percentage equivalent

A COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF CASES COMMITTING EACH ERROR

TABLE II
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TYPES OF ERRORS

YEAR
GRADE VI 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
TNS--39 TNS--189 TNS--189 TNS--209 TNS--174
NC PE NC PE NC PE NC PE NC PE

4. Wrong Form of the 
Genitive 1 2.6 1 .5 3 1.6 9 4.3 10 5.7
a. Partitive 1 1 1 4 4
b. 'S Genitive 0 0 2 5 6

5. Wrong Expression of 
Comparison 0 0 1 .5 13 6.2 0

6. Clause Modifiers 0 1 .5 4 2.1 8 3.8 5 2.9
a. Necessary Relating 

Word Is Omitted 0 0 0 1

b. Lack of Agreement in 
Number Between Antece
dent and Clause Verb 1 3 4 4

c. Wrong Clause Construc
tion 0 1 0 0

d. Inappropriate Relating 
Word 0 0 4 0
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TYPES OF ERRORS
YEAR

GRADE VI 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
TNS--39 TNS--189 TNS--189 TNS--209 TNS--174
NC PE NC PE NC PE NC PE NC PE

7. Incorrect Use of Prono
minal Modifiers 0 1 .5 3 1.6 5 2.4 5 2.9
a. No Agreement in Number 1 2 5 4
b. Error in Gender 0 1 0 1
c. Shift in Person 0 0 0 0

Incorrect Word Order 3 7.7 0 0 0 1 .6
9. Use of Irrelevant Word 1 2.6 7 3.7 0 1 .5 4 2.3

10. Wrong Position 0 0 0 1 .5 0
11. Incorrect Word Building 0 7 3.7 6 3.2 6 2.9 9 5.2

Grand Total 35 64 72 89 88

TABLE II (continued)
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45
type of error in five grade levels. The first six types of 

errors in the ranking list of Table I are also the types of 
errors in the first half of Table II, with error in the use 

of articles ranking first, error in number agreement between 

noun-phrase markers and the noun head ranking second, and er
ror in word building ranking third in both.

The three other types of errors belonging to the upper 
half are: wrong choice of word, wrong form of the genitive, 

and error in clause construction. In the gross counting of 

the frequency of errors, error in the choice of words ranks 
fourth with error in the form of the genitive ranking fifth. 
On the other hand, in a count of the number of cases commit
ting the errors, the ranking is reversed; that is, the error 

in the choice of words ranks fifth, while the error in the 
form of the genitive ranks fourth. Error in clause construc

tion ranks sixth in both.

Of the types of errors in the second half of the rank 
list, two types involve basic structures, namely, wrong ex

pressions of comparison and error in the use of pronominal 

modifiers. Error in the use of pronominal modifiers ranks 

eighth in both. This is a positive indication of a lack of 

mastery of the two basic structures, comparison and pronominal 
modifiers.

Table III, on the other hand, reveals somewhat contrary 

interesting observations. Error in the use of articles which



TYPES OF ERRORS
FREQUENCY

OF 
CORRECT 
USAGE

FREQUENCY
OF 

WRONG 
USAGE

SUM 
OF 

USAGE

PERCENTAGE: 
EQUIVALENT: 
OF ERROR : 
IN RELATION 
TO CORRECT
USAGE

RANKING 
BASED

J ON 
PECU*

1. Lack of Agreement in Number 
Between Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun Head 395 57 452 14.4 6

2. Vocabulary Inappropriateness 139 72 211 51.8 3
3. Error in the Use of articles 1,447 131 1,578 9.1 7
4. Wrong Form of the Genitive 63 46 109 73.0 1
5. Wrong Expression of Compari

son 21 9 30 42.9 4
6. Error in the Construction of 

Clause Modifiers 65 26 91 40.0 5
7. Incorrect Word Order 460 2 462 <>4 11

TABLE III

FREQUENCY OF ERROR TN RELATION TO CORRECT USAGE 
(FOURTH YEAR)

* PECU-- Percentage Equivalent of Error In Relation to Correct Usage. 46



TYPES OF ERRORS
FREQUENCY 

OF 
CORRECT 
USAGE

FREQUENCY 
OF 

WRONG 
USAGE

SUM 
OF 

USAGE

PERCENTAGE 
EQUIVALENT 
OF ERROR  
IN RELATION 
TO CORRECT 
USAGE

RANKING 
BASED 
ON 

PECU

8. Incorrect Use of Pronominal 
Modifiers 667 19 686 2.9 9

9. Use of Irrelevant Expression 460 23 483 5.0 8

10. Wrong Position 415 9 424 2.2 10

11. Incorrect Word Building 117 78 195 66.7 2

TABLE III (continued)



has the highest percentage equivalent by plain counting of the 

frequency of errors was only seventh in rank; nevertheless, 

this estimate does not necessarily negate the findings under 

Tables I and II. It must be borne in mind that the articles 
are some of the most commonly used words in English; therefore, 
it is to be expected that there are greater chances of commit
ting errors in their use than in that of other modifiers. 
Hence, their occurrence in a gross count tends to be more fre
quent. However, the longer exposure to the language, the 

greater use of it and the consequent corrections given the 
learner, which naturally characterizes fourth year learning, 
can effect a change in the learner’s acquisition of language 
structures. Thus, it is not surprising that an error so fre

quently met is not more grave than it would seem to appear. 
Of greater teaching significance is the fact that in spite of 

ten years of instruction in English, at the point of graduation 

from the high school, errors in the use of articles account for 

almost one-tenth of all the errors in the construction of the 

modification structure of the noun. Probably it does not need 

to be said that for a structure so basic to the language as 

this one is, one should expect automatic control after ten 
years of study.

According to a summarization of the ranking of the 
difficulties through all grade levels, with frequency of occur

rence as the basis, they come in this order:
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1. Articles
2. Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase 

Markers and the Noun Head

3. a. Vocabulary Inappropriateness 

b. Incorrect Word-building
4. Wrong Form of the Genitive

5. a. Clause Modifiers
b. Use of Irrelevant Expressions

6. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers

7. Wrong Expression of Comparison
8. Wrong Position

9. Incorrect Word Order
It is to be noted in Table IV that, although the incor

rect use of articles was the most frequent in all levels, the 
degree of difficulty was reduced after five years of exposure 
to the language. Whereas it constituted 53.6 per cent of the 

errors committed in the Sixth Grade, it was only 27.8 per cent 

of those committed in the Fourth Year. Lack of agreement in 

number was a poor second difficulty in the Sixth Grade, there 

being as much as 32.8 per cent between the first two frequency 

counts. In the Fourth Year, the difference between incorrect 
use of the articles and the next difficulty (incorrect word 

building, this time) is still a sizable 11 per cent.

It is also interesting to discover that lack of agree

ment was consistently the second greatest difficulty from the



TYPES OF ERRORS
YEAR

Grade VI First Second Third Fourth
T-168 T-278 T-278 T-327 T-472

N PE RD N PE RD N PE RD N PE RD N PE RD
1. Lack of Agreement 

in Number Between 
Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun Head 35 20.8 2 77 27.7 2 70 25.2 2 56 17.1 2 57 12.1 4

2. Vocabulary Inap
propriateness 11 6.5 3 14 5.0 5.5 24 8.6 4 44 13.5 3 72 15.3 3

3. Articles 90 53.6 1 93 33.5 1 96 34.5 1 106 32.4 1 131 27.8 1
a. Unnecessary Use 

of Articles 43 33 44 41b. Omission of Ne
cessary Articles 47 45 59 55 70c. Indifferent 

Usage 11 5 4 7 20

TABLE IV

PERSISTENCE OF ERRORS IN NOUN-HEAD MODIFICATION AS SHOWN BY FREQUENCY 

OF ERRORS IN FIVE GRADE LEVELS

LEGEND: N—Number of Errors 
RD--Rank of Difficulty PE--Percentage Equivalent 

T--Total Number of Errors
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TYPES OF ERRORS
YEAR

_ Grade VI First Second Third Fourth
T-168 T-278 T-278 T-327 T-472

N PE RD N PE RD N PE RD N PE RD N PE RD
4. Wrong Form of 

the Genitive 10 6.0 4 16 5.8 4 12 4.3 6 36 11.0 4 46 9.7 5
a. Partitive 10 4 4 21 23
b. 's Genitive 0 12 8 15 23

5. Wrong Expression 
of Comparison 1 .6 10 5 1.8 7.5 7 2.5 8 2 .6 8.5 9 1.9 9.5

6. Clause Modifiers 2 1.2 8.5 3 1.1 9.5 19 6.8 5 25 .6 6 26 5.5 6
a. Necessary Re

lating Word Is 
Omitted 0 1 4 2 2

b. Lack of Agree
ment in Number 
Between the Ante
cedent and the 
Verb of the Modi
fying Clause 1 1 11 17 15

c. Inappropriate 
Relating Word 1 1 4 6 7

d. Miscellaneous 
Errors in Clause 
Construct ion, Usu- 
ally the Incorrect 
Use of the Relat- 
ing Word as Object 
of a Preposition 0 0 0 0 2

TABLE IV (continued)
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TYPES OF ERRORS
YEAR

Grade VI First Second Third Fourth
T-168 T-278 T-278 T-327 T-472

N PE RD N : PE RD N PE RD N PE RD N PE RD

7. Incorrect Use of 
Pronominal Modifiers 2 1.2 8.5 5 1.8 7.5 10 3.6 7 1 .3 11 19 4.0 8
a. No Agreement in 

Number 2 3 8 0 9
b. Error in Gender 0 2 1 0 9
c. Shift in Person 0 0 1 1 1

8. Incorrect Word 
Order 3.6 5.5 3 1.1 9.5 2 .7 11 2 .6 8.5 2 .4 11

9. Use of Irrelevant 
Expression 3.0 14 5.0 5.5 6 2.2 9 20 6.1 7 23 4.9 7

10. Wrong Position 2 .7 11 4 1.4 10 6 1.8 10 9 1.9 9.5

11. Incorrect Word 
Building 3.6 5.5 46 16.5 28 10.1 3 29 8.9 5 78 16.5 2

TABLE IV (continued)
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Sixth Grade to the Third Year, but gave its place to incor

rect word building in the last grade level, itself being re

duced to fourth.
The incorrect use of the genitive forms, it is to be 

noted, does not occur very frequently in the writings of any 

grade level and never constitutes more than 10 per cent of 
the errors at any level. This fact, set against the ranking 
given it in Table III (first rank) points up the conclusion 

that in the few instances when students attempt to use the 

structures, they usually commit errors.
It also seems that, if evidence of error is any indi

cation of general practice, Grade VI pupils tend to use arti
cles and quantity indicators more in their modification struc
ture. The distribution of the percentage for the Fourth Year, 

on the other hand, indicates the conscious use of a wide vari
ety of possible modifiers.

The study of the number of different students commit

ting errors in the use of the noun modification structure 
(Table II) bears out the persistence of the difficulty in the 

use of the articles, but reduces the percentage to 43.6 per 

cent of the Grade VI pupils, against 17.2 per cent of the 
Fourth Year students. Lack of agreement in number was a great

er difficulty at the beginning than was first thought because 

the new count shows that 30.8 per cent of the Grade VI pupils 
had this difficulty (against 20.8 per cent), but may be easier
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to master than articles because only 7.5 per cent of the 
Fourth Year students were in error (against 12.1 per cent as 

shown in Table IV).
Another interesting result of the tallying done for 

Table II was that when no subject was considered to have com
mitted an error unless he committed it twice, it would seem 
that nobody was ever wrong in the use of comparisons or ar
ranging his modifiers. It seems from this finding that there 
is a need to put up two criteria for this type of tallying: 
(1) in word building (or spelling), a student is to be consi

dered in error if he misspells words twice. The reason for 
this is to assume oversight as the cause of the first instance 
of error, and not lack of knowledge; and (2) where word arrange

ment is concerned, every instance of error should be counted. 
Oversight can be hardly claimed here for the student.

The ranking of the difficulties according to Table II, 
in descending order, is:

1. Error in the Use of Articles

2. Lack of Agreement in Number between Noun-Phrase 
Markers and the Noun Head

3. Incorrect Word Building
4. Wrong Form of the Genitive

5. Vocabulary Inappropriateness
6. Error in Clause Construction

7. Wrong Expression of Comparison
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8. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers

9. Use of Irrelevant Expressions
10. Incorrect Word Order

11. Wrong Position

The ranking in Table III is what one reasonably expects 
of fourth year students. The more basic structures, which 
should be learned early, are found in the second half of the 
grouping. Except for the first item, the types of errors in 
the first half are those more advanced students should be ex

pected to commit when they are trying to express themselves in 
more complicated structures than the one-word modifiers, or 
when they strive to achieve subtle effects by the use of syno
nyms, or when they try to coin words to report a "situation" 

they had no occasion to report before.

Hiligaynon-Based Errors

Since many researches tend to confirm the observation 

that mastery of a first language greatly influences the learn

ing of a second, it was thought necessary to discover how 

many of the errors which have been found in this study are due 
to this factor. In the next section of this study, the degree 
of influence will be determined by reference to the first 

section.

Below are given typical samples of errors which are 
Hiligaynon-based, and their nearest Hiligaynon structure coun

terpart is pointed out and explained.



1. a. Error in the Use of the Partitive Genitive.
56

Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss
One of the wheel 

was out of place.
One of the 

wheels was out of 
place.

Ang isa sang mga 
kariton wala sa lu- 
gar.

English Hiligaynon

one of the wheels isa sang mga kariton

one wheel isa ka kariton

Explanation. The error in the use of the partitive 

genitive was frequently in the mention of count nouns: one 
of the wheel, one of my friend, one of my teacher, and so 

forth. There are two possible sources of confusion for the 
student. One is the presence in the English language of an

other common structure which is very similar in form to the 

partitive genitive and is roughly interchangeable with it. 
The expression is typified by: one wheel, or one friend, or 
one teacher, and so forth. Although this source of confusion 

is inherent in the language itself, it also serves to strength

en a tendency to error induced by a seemingly parallel but real
ly conflicting Hiligaynon structure for this specific communi

cation situation. In the contrasted examples below,the compara

ble vocabulary items are underlined:

The source of difficulty, therefore, is the lack of an 

affixed signal for the plural concept in Hiligaynon. Or, to 

put it in another way, the languages in contact have different 

types of signals for the same concept, the plural concept.
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Since in the error noted: one of the wheel, and so forth, 

Hiligaynon structuring appears in English grammar, contrary to 
the nature of English itself, it can be said that English 
learning is impeded by the tendency of a second language learn

er to transfer some of his old (hence familiar and more com
fortable patterning) to the new (and uncomfortable) system 

when he is faced by a speech situation which requires the use, 
in both languages, of what seems like parallel structures.

Other samples of this error actually taken from student 

themes are: some of the boy, all of the girl, one of our com

panion, one of the officer, one of my best friend.
b. Error in the Use of the 's Genitive.

Typical error Correct version Hiligaynon gloss
My mother name My mother’s name Ang ngalan ni Nanay

is Ana. is Ana. si Ana.
Explanation. The error in the use of the genitive was 

usually in the omission of the 's in the modifying noun. The 

's form appears most commonly in attributive position; that 

is, immediately before the noun head: the boy’s cap, the 

child's mother, the cat's tail, and so forth. The of- form, 

however, has gained steadily and it occurs in modern English 
in so many situations calling for the use of the genitive 
construction as to confine the 's form mostly to living things 
and to use the of- form for both living things and lifeless 

things, as: the cap of the boy, the mother of the child, the 

leg of the table, and so forth. Since the 's form is very



limited in use, it does not readily come to mind. On the other 

hand, some kind of analogy is used by the local student between 
his uninflected Hiligaynon form and its lexical counterpart in 
the English utterance. This tendency, again, is strengthened 

by the use of the uninflected form of the English lexical coun

terpart of the more popular of-phrase. Since both genitive 
forms notionally mean the same, the analogy is extended to the 
form in attributive position.

Ang bayo sang bata—the child’s dress—the dress of 

the child—the child’s dress.

So: Ang bayo sang bata—A dress of the child--the 
 child’s dress or the child dress.2

2. Inappropriateness in the Choice of Vocabulary.
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Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

He is willing to 
contribute a few 
amount of money.

He is willing to 
contribute a little 
amount of money.

Naluyag sia mag 
amut bisan diutay 
lamang nga kantidad 
sang kuarta.

Explanation. The Hiligaynon item diutay encompasses 

a range of meanings which are differently indicated in English. 

It can mean "small," or "little," or "few," or "almost," 

depending upon context.

English, on the other hand, makes distinction among 
such expressions, depending upon the identity of the head 

word. In nouns, English uses few with count nouns (a few 
mangoes, a few visitors, and so forth), and little with

2It is also very possible that another supporting 
factor of the tendency to commit this error is analogy with
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noncountable or mass nouns (a little sugar, a little water, 
and so forth). The expression a little is to be used with 

either "amount" or "money." A local student who has not mas

tered the distinction of English nouns gets into trouble 

since he is used to one expression in his native language and 

he now must remember to split its concept into two categories. 
In this type of error falls not only a few amount but also 
a little women (referring to number), should this latter er

ror occur.

This particular error is further illustrated in expres

sions like: much apples—madamu nga mansanas 
many money—madamu nga kuarta

There are cases of the use of inappropriate words other 

than the subtype just cited which can be traced to the Hili- 

gaynon habit of saying things:
foolish dog--idu nga buang 
a joke store--lahug-lahug nga baligya-an 

ill persons—matama nga mga masakiton 

In errors like this subjects and these subject, the 

root cause of the error is phonetics. Hiligaynon does not 
make the phonemic distinction between [i] and [I] that English 

does. Hence, the distinction between this and these can be a 
matter of indifference.

Not all the instances of error in this category, how

ever, can be traced to Hiligaynon interference.

noun compounds in English, such as word order, arm chair, 
schoolhouse, flagpole.



Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss
My shop is more 

bigger than any 
shop.

My shop is big
ger than any 
other shop.

Ang akon talyer 
mas daku sang sa 
iban nga talyer.

Typical Error Correct Version : Hiligaynon Gloss
There is a sales 

girl which greets 
you with a smile.

There is a sales
girl who greets 
you with a smile.

May babae nga 
manogbaligya nga 
nagatamyaw sa imo 
nga may matam-is 
nga yuhum.

Explanation. A student who has learned that the com

parative of big in English is bigger still carries over his 
Hiligaynon ways of giving the comparative degree by putting 
in the word "more" which is the equivalent of his Hiligaynon 

"mas" to read: more bigger. In expressing the superlative 

degree, he says most biggest. The word "most" is the loose 

equivalent of the Hiligaynon "gid." It is to be noted that 
although the sample shows two kinds of errors in expressing 
comparison, only the one just cited has formal basis in Hili- 

gaynon. The use of only "any" for "any other" cannot be ex

plained thus. Indeed, transliteration could have helped the 

student, because the Hiligaynon iban can be equated with the 
English other.

Other samples of this error from the corpus are:

It was the most happiest we ever had.
The town fiesta was happier than other town fiesta.

4. Error in the Use of Clause Modifiers.
a. Using Connectives Incorrectly.

3. The Use of Wrong Expressions of Comparison.
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Explanation, Most errors in the construction of clause 
modifiers involve the wrong choice of the relating word and a 

lack of agreement in number between the verb and the antece
dent of the relating word. These errors are largely due to 

the interference of the native language.

The relating word which in the sample is equivalent to 
"nga" in Hiligaynon. The particle "nga," however, may also 
stand for the relating words who, whom, that, as in: 

who came--nga nagabut 

whom I saw--nga akon nakita 

that I used--nga akon gingamit
The learner, influenced by his native tongue, makes use 

of any of the relating words because "nga" can mean any of 

them. Other samples are: children which are remains, good 

player which you can be proud of.
b. Not Observing Number Agreement.
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Typical Error

He has a per
sonality that com
mand respect.

Correct Version

He has a per
sonality that com
mands respect.

Hiligaynon Gloss

May personalidad 
sia nga talahuron.

Explanation. Another common error in the construction 

of clause modifiers is non-agreement in number between the 

verb in the modifying clause and the antecedent of the relating 

word.
As in the case of quantity indicators, the difficulty 

of the student lies in the fact that the English distinction



of number carries from the noun to its corresponding verb, 
but the Hiligaynon does not. Therefore, what is a single 

category in Hiligaynon is a split category in English. This 

basic difficulty is enhanced by the lack of a number marker 
in the basic form of the antecedent noun in Hiligaynon. Two 
other contrasting factors may be pointed out: these are the 
unchanging form of the English and also the Hiligaynon con
nectives, and the distance between the subordinated verb and 
the antecedent noun which determines its number. Below are 

some contrastive examples:

. . . man who arrives . . . = tao nga magaabut . . .

.  . . men who arrive . . . =  mga tao nga magaabut . . .

.  . . book that costs . . . = libro nga nagabili . . .

.  . . books that cost . . . = mga libro nga nagabili . . .

. . . friend that lives . . . = amigo nga nagapuyo . . .

. . . friends that live . . . = mga amigo nga nagapuyo . . .
5. Error in Word Building.
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Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

My love one My loved one Ang ginahigugma 
ko or Ang hinigugma 
ko

Explanation. One of the common errors in word building 

is the use of the wrong verbal forms as noun-head modifiers. 
The English verb form is usually inflected by the addition of 
a suffix when used as a verbal: thus, loved, considered, 

loving.



The usual difficulty with a word like loved is based 

on phonetics. This word contains a final consonantal cluster 

which, though a common feature among English past participles, 
is rarely if ever found in Hiligaynon. Complaints about the 

inability of many Filipino students to pronounce this gramma

tical feature correctly are very common among teachers. It 
is not difficult to transfer this difficulty to writing.

Another cause of the error is the fact that several 
forms of an English verb are equivalent to a single form in 

Hiligaynon, as shown in these examples:
I love her. = Ginahigugma ko sia.
She loves me. = Ginahigugma niya ako.
My loved one. = Ang ginahigugma ko.

Other samples from the corpus are:

finish project

beloved mayor 
floats own by high school students 

something to cooked 
library manage by our beautiful librarian

6. Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase 

Markers and the Noun Head.
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Explanation. Today the -s is the only active plural

Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

We learn many 
thing in school.

We learn many 
things in school.

Madamu ang aton 
ginatunan sa bulot- 
hu-an.
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ending. This inflectional ending to show number is the charac

teristic feature of most English nouns as: apple, apples; 
pencil, pencils; and so forth. When a noun is modified by a 
determiner to mean more than one, the plurality idea is re

ported in the noun form. In Hiligaynon, on the other hand, 

the use of a word indicating number is considered enough, and 
the concept is not indicated anymore in the noun head. When a 
student says "many thing," therefore, this difficulty can be 
strongly suspected to be due to the interference of the Hili
gaynon structure. Below are contrastive examples of how English 
and Hiligaynon express the same notional meaning.

one ball = isa ka bola
two balls = duha ka bola

one house = isa ka balay
a dozen houses = isa ka docena nga balay

a man = isa ka tao
Some men = ang pila ka tao

The above structures point out that the plural concept 

is signalled differently in Hiligaynon; hence, the interference.

7. Wrong Position.
Typical Error : Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

I ran to my mother 
crying.

Crying, I ran 
to my mother.

Nagdalagan ako 
pakadto kay Nanay 
nga nagahibi.

Explanation. The common error in position of noun-head 

modifiers is due to transliteration. This wrong version:



"I ran to my mother crying," is a transliteration of the 

Hiligaynon structure. One can almost see the insecure stu
dent mentally say what he wanted to say in Hiligaynon and 
then painfully translating the concept word for word. Because 

of the interference of the native language, the modifier was 
not placed as close as possible to the noun modified. The 
result in this example is ambiguity. Who was crying? Probably 
the person called "I," but the wrong English sentence suggests 
it is not impossible to suppose the mother herself was crying.

Other examples are:
a.
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b.

Correct Version Wrong Version Hiligaynon Gloss
This is the 

only story that 
I can tell you.

This only the 
story that I can 
tell you.

Amo lang ini ang 
istorya nga masugid 
ko sa imo.

8. The Use of Irrelevant or Unnecessary Expressions.

Explanation. The unwanted expression in this case is

Correct Version Wrong Version Hiligaynon Gloss

While the train 
continued running, 
we had an interest
ing coversation 
about school life.

While the train 
continued running, 
the conversation 
was very interest
ing about their 
school life.

Sang nagalakat 
ang train ang sugi- 
lanon namon maka- 
wiwili nahanungod 
sang pangabuhi sa 
bulothu-an.

Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss
My grandfather 

began the story 
about of one man.

My grandfather 
began the story 
about a man.

Si lolo nagumpisa 
sang istorya naha- 
nungod sang isa ka 
tao.



the preposition of. The use of the unnecessary expression is 
due to the influence of the native language. This is another 

case of transliteration and some analogy. In the Hiligaynon 
expression: "Ang bayo sang bata," sang translates into of 
the. Ang bayo sang bata--the dress of the child

Sanga sang kahoy--branch of the tree
So, transliterating, the student equated nahanungud 

with about and sang with of the, which latter was reduced to 
of because of the use of "one" (isa) after it. Below are other 

examples: We began roaming around—Nagumpisa kami libot sa 

inside (of) the fair. sulod sang ferya.

The next day we went --Sa madason nga adlaw nag- 
around (to) the libot kami sa plaza.

plaza.

9. Error in the use of articles. Errors in the use 
of articles may be in the unnecessary use of an article, its 
omission, or indifference in its use.

a. Unnecessary Use.

Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

I heard a music. I heard music. Nakabati ako 
sang musica.

Explanation. In the incorrect version, the article a 

is unnecessary. This type of error is due to the interference 

of the Hiligaynon. The use of a is a transfer from the Hili
gaynon use of the particle "sang." Usually, Hiligaynon nouns 

are identified by some kind of article, except (1) when they
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are at the beginning of identification sentences: Musica 
ang nabati-an ko; Pedro ang ngalan ni tatay; or (2) when 
they come after the verb form "may:" Ang programa may musica; 
Si tatay may ngalan man.

The English articles are distributed differently. In 
contrast to Hiligaynon, their use is not determined by sen
tence structure but by such considerations as number of the 
noun head, definiteness of its identification, its abstract

ness or concreteness, and so forth.

As an incidental investigation, the researcher asked 

some teachers how much attention they gave to articles in 
their teaching. Not one said that he ever gave it much at

tention.
Since this impressionistic investigation on the teach

ing done in this structural signal revealed that it is not 
given adequate attention, the student who has not gained auto
matic control over the distribution of the forms again thinks 

in his native language and transliterates in English.

Other examples from the corpus are:

Then it came a Christmas Eve.
I have a different subjects from yours. 
They teach me a good manners.

b. Indifferent Usage.
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Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

The leader stayed 
to clean a room.

The leader stayed 
to clean the room

Ang pangulo nag- 
pabilin sa pagpa- 
ninlo sang hulot.



Explanation. The article "sang" can mean the article 

a, an, or the. In English, however, the distribution in the 
use of articles has different basis: a/an signalling a singu

lar countable noun just mentioned, and the signalling both 
singular and plural nouns which refer to definite things. 

Furthermore, the distinction in the choice between a and an 
is one of phonetics. A is used to signal a singular countable 
general noun beginning with a consonant; an is used before 
such a noun beginning with a vowel. Any of the Hiligaynon 

articles, however, not just "sang," can mean either a, an, or 

the. Their use is governed by grammar rather than by phonetics 
or notional meaning as in English. Ang signals the Hiligaynon 
nominative, or, more narrowly, a subject form which is a common 

noun. Sang signals the Hiligaynon genitive in such construc
tions as "ang bayo sang bata" (given and explained in section 

a), and the Hiligaynon accusative in the example given in this 
section ". . . pagpaninlo sang hulot"--"clean the room," and 

the Hiligaynon agentive in a passive construction: "ginlihog 

ako sang bata"—"I was requested by the child." Ni functions 
like "sang," but is limited to proper nouns. Sa/ sa kay sig

nals what may be considered the Hiligaynon dative, as in: 
"Nagkadto ako sa tienda"--"I went to market." "Ginhatag ko 
ini sa (kay) tatay"--"I gave this to (the) father." These 

conflicting observations result in the misuse of articles par

ticularly pointed out in this section. Other examples from
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the corpus are: When I was a elementary boy 
Lead them to a right path 
We have an transistor radio

c. Omission.
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Explanation. In this case, the English structure is 
a transliteration of the Hiligaynon version. The article has 

been omitted because no particle is needed in the Hiligaynon 

structure. In fact, as was pointed out earlier, a Hiligaynon 

identification sentence is structured this way. It needs to 
be added that it is the predicate (whether noun or not) that 

is without the article. When it does have the article ang, 

the sentence has become emphatic, a more particularizing 
identification. For example: (1) Si tatay ang doctor, or 

Ang doctor amo si tatay; (2) Ang maalam sa clase amo si Pedro. 

Pedro is the brightest in the class.
10. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers.

a.
Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

Lito got a pic
ture from her 
wallet.

Lito got a pic
ture from his 
wallet.

Nagkuha si Lito 
sang isa ka retra- 
to sa iya kahita.

b.

Army went to 
meet his boy 
friend.

Army went to 
meet her boy 
friend.

Si Army nagpakig- 
kita sa iya amigo.

Typical Error Correct Version Hiligaynon Gloss

I was stranger 
in the place.

I was a stranger 
in the place.

Bagohanon ako 
sa duog.



Explanation. The given typical samples show how lack 

of gender identification in Hiligaynon pronouns causes error 
in English. The concept "third person singular" has three 
forms in English for every one form in Hiligaynon.

sia—he iya—his, him
she her, hers
it it, its

11. Incorrect Word Order.
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Typical Error
When the all 

children finished, 
the leader went 
out.

Correct Version
When all the 

children finished 
the work, the 
leader went out.

Hiligaynon Gloss
Pagkatapos sang 

tanan nga kabata-an 
sang ila hilikuton 
ang pangulo naggua.

Explanation. Most often this type of error is committed 
when a series of one-word modifiers is used. The English struc
ture clearly points out that the error is due to translitera
tion. It is interesting to note that sang, usually translated 
"of the" now is glossed "the" whereas in problem 8 it was 
glossed "of."

The following are some examples from the corpus:

Miss Bautista told the all grade six to bring 
one egg.

The all teachers there also and other childrens 
attend.

My in charge teacher is Mr. Cruz.

The children were wearing any color of dresses.



Conclusions

The view of grammar as a description of linguistic 

structure opens the way to a comparison of the grammatical 
structure of the foreign language with that of the native lan

guage to discover the problems of a student in learning the 
foreign language. The results of such a comparison tell one 

what he would test and what he would not test, and help him 
devise techniques that will bring out specific problems in 
mastering the grammatical structure of English. This study 

must be considered a requisite of teaching foreign languages— 
in short, of making students bilingual.

Difficulty of second language learning arises when:
1. One concept in one language equals several concepts 

in another. There are many such in a comparative study of 

English and Hiligaynon. Confusion arises when a student who 
wants to say something in the foreign language thinks in his 

native language and transliterates his intended utterance into 

the foreign language.
Below are specific problems:
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a. Hiligaynon English

diutay few 
small 
little

b. Hiligaynon English

sia he 
she 
it*

This equivalence is found to be true so far only in 
reference to a baby to which we can refer in terms of "sia" 
in Hiligaynon and "it" in English.



Hiligaynon English

iya his, him
her, hers
its

c. Hiligaynon English

sang (of) a
(of) an
(of) the

ang a
an
the

si ø

sa (to) a, an, the
(for) a, an, the
(at, etc.) a, an, the 
(from) a, an, the

ni proper names 
pronouns

d. Hiligaynon English

nga who, whom 
which 
that

e. Hiligaynon English

mga -s (written) -es

mga /-z/
/-S/ (spoken)
/-IZ/

f. Hiligaynon English

Ni 'S 
S' 
' 
of-phrase
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2. A relatively free word order is translated into a 
relatively fixed order.

The learner has to struggle to express himself in a 
language foreign to him. The word-for-word translations of 

the dialect result in the use of irrelevant expressions and 

error in the position of modifiers.
A specific problem is shown below.
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Hiligaynon English

sang nag ligad nga
bakasyon

(this) last vacation

Hiligaynon English

ang tanan 
(the) (all)

all the 
(tanan) (ang)

3. Obligatory word orders are opposite in arrangement.
One specific problem is:

4. The same concept is signalled by two different 
morphological processes; This difficulty is seen in these 

specific problems:

Hiligaynon English

calo ni Juan  
mga tao  
mga idu  
mga karnero  
mga asawa  
mga alibangbang  
mga balay 

Juan's hat
men
dogs
sheep
wives
butterflies
houses

When a learner has not internalized the basic struc
tures of the foreign language, he is forced to fall back on



his own language and transfer the structural forms and mean

ings of his language into the one he is learning.

Errors made by the students in five grade levels show 
lack of complete mastery of the basic structures of the second 

language.

Three basic structures which are involved in the modi
fication structure of the English noun are persistent problems. 
These are: (1) the form of the genitive, (2) agreement in 

number between noun-phrase markers and the noun head, and 
(3) the articles. After ten years of study, the fourth year 

students under study wrote themes in which about 10 per cent 
of all usage of articles, 14 per cent of all usage of noun
phrase markers (especially quantity indicators), and as high 
as 73 per cent of all usage of the genitive form were incor

rect.
It was expected that the fourth year students, who at

tempted to use more complicated patterns, would commit more 
errors belonging to a "higher" category. The errors involved 

are: word building, construction of clause modifiers, choice 

of appropriate vocabulary, and placement of modifiers.
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Summary

The problem. A number of studies have been done to 

determine the influence of the native language of a student 
on his study of a foreign language. The data yielded by 
those investigations have been of much help to the teachers, 

the supervisors, the textbook writers, and other researchers.

The grammatical structures of the native language have 

indeed been found to have influence, either to interfere with 
the learning of categories in the target language or to faci
litate it. The second-language learner's first language is 

therefore of interest to his English teacher.
Structures of the foreign language which are similar 

in meaning and distribution and formation to some structure 
in the native language will be easy to learn because old 

learning can be transferred. Some structures are difficult 

because they require the second-language learner to change 

his old habits, or to reorganize his old habits under a new 
system.

The results of the investigations have given rise to 
more fruitful methods of teaching English as a second lan
guage, If the English teacher is aware of the trouble spots 

the students will have in their oral and written work, he will

CHAPTER VI 
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be guided well in the preparation of his lessons and in his 

choice of devices or techniques to be employed. Conversant 
with the "do's" and "dont's" of effective language teaching, 
the English teacher will have more success in his teaching. 

This study was an attempt to pinpoint the trouble spots 
in English noun-head modifications which were due to the in
terference of the native language, to classify them, to obtain 
some indication of the magnitude and persistence of these er

rors, and to establish the hierarchy of difficulty of these 

structures.

Method of procedure. Since the student’s original writ

ten work is a good indicator of how much learning has taken 

place, the written compositions of eight hundred students from 

five grade levels, Grade VI to the Fourth Year in high school, 
served as the corpus of this study. The compositions were 
selected at random (one out of three) from 2,402 compositions 

collected from six schools.

Then these compositions were grouped and analyzed by 

grade levels. During the running tally of the errors, emerg

ing patterns of types of errors in noun-head modifications were 
noted. Then the errors were classified into categories. Later, 

some types were reclassified into subtypes. With the errors 
properly listed and grouped, a frequency count of the occur

rence in each year was taken. The percentage equivalent of 

each error in relation to the total number of errors was taken



for each grade level, to derive some measure of the magnitude 

of the difficulty for each grade and its persistence through 
the years.

As the third step, a count of both the correct and the 

incorrect usages under each category found in the compositions 

of the fourth year cases was done to determine the success of 
teaching at the end of the period of study. Then the percent
age equivalent of the wrong usages in relation to the correct 
usages was solved for each category. The rank of difficulty 

of the errors was then determined in terms of the relative 
mastery of each structure as revealed by these percentages. 

Another frequency count was taken, this time in terms of the 
students committing the error, in order to nullify the effect 
of length in composition work. The error had to be committed 

twice by a student before he was considered as one who had not 

mastered that structure and be tallied as a "case in error." 
The percentage equivalent in relation to the total number of 

cases was computed to show the ranking difficulty of the er

rors, with this new perspective. All the tables were then 

studied and interpreted.
The fourth procedure was a contrastive study of compara

ble English and Hiligaynon sentences. The correct English 
versions of the sentences used as "key" for each error type 

under study was given to a native informant to translate into 
Hiligaynon. An analysis of the structuring of the correct
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English sentence, the incorrect English sentence, and their 

Hiligaynon gloss was undertaken. Comparison revealed which 
types of errors were caused by the interference of the native 

language.

Findings. The gross count of the frequency of errors 
and the count of the number of cases committing each error 
pointed out the relative difficulty of each type of error in 

five grade levels. The types of errors in the first half of 
the ranking lists were the same for both. Of special interest 

is the consistency of the ranking of the difficulty in the use 

of articles, the observance of number agreement between noun
phrase markers and the noun head, and the construction of 
modifying clauses, which were first, second, and sixth, re

spectively, in both. The types of errors which were committed 

more frequently by the fourth year students are those more ad

vanced students should be expected to commit when they are 

trying to express themselves more freely, but the great per

sistence of the error in the use of the genitive should be a 

cause for much concern because it is a basic structure. The 

two other basic structures which have not been mastered, even 
after ten years, as shown by a percentage equivalent that is 
still high, are the use of articles and number agreement. 
These types of errors are due to the influence of the Hiligay
non. Error in the use of pronominal modifiers, which is another 

basic structure, is also due to the interference of the native
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language. The word-for-word translations of the dialect re
sult in the use of irrelevant expressions, error in position 

of modifiers, error in word order, error in clause construc

tions, and error in expressions of comparison. When one con

cept in Hiligaynon equals several concepts in English, errors 

in choice of vocabulary and word building occur. It has been 
shown that the eleven types of errors could have been caused 
by the interference of Hiligaynon.

Conclusions

Much of the difficulty in learning a second language 
is due to interference from the native language of the learn
ers. The interference found by this study arises from the 
following differences in the signalling systems involved:

1. One concept in one language is split into several 

concepts in another.
2. A relatively free word order is translated into a 

relatively fixed word order.
3. Obligatory word orders which are similar in meaning 

are opposite in arrangement;
4. The same concept is signalled by different morpho

logical processes.

Recommendations
Here are a few recommendations based on the findings of 

this study.
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1. Language teachers can improve their teaching by 

always trying to spot errors that often occur and making even 
just an informal contrastive analysis of the native way of 
expressing the communication situation involved and the foreign 

language way, to see whether any interference in the new learn
ing is due to former speech habits.

2. Since non-mastery of the basic structures in the 
early years will compound difficulty later (this study shows 
that such errors also tend to be persistent) it is recommended 

that the basic structures be given much emphasis at the early 

years of study so that correct use of such structures as the 
articles, items with special distribution like "little" and 
"few" and the common "one of . . ." becomes automatic.

3. The child’s loyalty to his native language is a 

strong impediment in learning; therefore, strong motivations 
must go with foreign language learning, no matter at what age.

4. More studies of the distinctive features of Hiligay- 
non be conducted. Researches on the following are recommended: 

a. The System of Particles. Particles like "sang," 

"sa," "nga," and so forth, interfere with the learning 
of English especially. Although some indication of 
how they function is given here, a more definitive de
scription of their distribution and function is needed 
before the full extent of their influence in the learn

ing of a second language by a Hiligaynon speaker can be 
determined.



b. Word Order. Word order in Hiligaynon is op
tional but it is obligatory in English. These con
flicting features provide a reason for an interesting 
study in this area. Some such questions as these 
seek answers: How free is Hiligaynon word order? 

Among the possibilities, are some preferred to others 
so as to be considered "characteristic" of the dialect?

c. The Function Words in Hiligaynon. What are the 

function words in Hiligaynon? What is their distribu

tion? What structural meanings do they signal? How do 
they compare with English function words?
5. This study is limited to errors in the use of noun

head modifiers. Further studies of the same nature may be on 

the modification structure of the verb and that of the modifiers 

themselves.
6. School personnel, including classroom teachers, 

should study the literature on bilingualism in order to avail 

themselves of findings of studies on the effect on the child 

of the study of more than one language. This background should 
help curriculum makers decide what realistic objectives to set 
and what accomplishment to expect. Teachers should be helped 
by their study in (1) providing the appropriate background for 
language study, (2) providing proper motivations for learning, 
(3) choosing effective aids, (4) knowing what achievements a 

language learner can be capable of, (5) deciding on the nature
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and sequence of the learning activities.

7. Teachers, English teachers in particular, should 

know about the basic structures of Hiligaynon. A teacher’s 

adequate knowledge of how the native language works is essen

tial to his comparative study of the two languages.
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appendices



A. Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun Head

3. Every rows are arrange the desk.

6. The leader bring two big bowl.

9. Miss Bautista said to the class to bring each 
children egg, fork, saucer, and egg beater.

12. When all group are finished breaking an egg, the 
group beat the egg.

15.  Our teacher stood to the front and got one egg.

18. All grade six pupils had a small activities.

21. The teacher show how to break an eggs.

24. All section in grade six join the activity.

27. I bought three bar of pan.

30. They divide the friyed eggs in every saucers.

33. Every rows has one leader.

36. After breaking an eggs, the leader mixed them 
together.

B. Vocabulary Inappropriateness

39 . This is our happyness activities.
42. When the leader and the assistance leader went out.

45. Every two has one leader and assistance leader.

C. Error in the Use of Articles
48. The teacher said all of you bring the fork, saucer 

and one egg.

APPENDIX A

A RANDOM SAMPLING OF ERRORS IN MODIFICATION 
STRUCTURE OF A NOUN 

Grade VI
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APPENDIX A - Continued

51. The leader stayed for a short time to clean a room.
54. And now we have a activity.

57. We have an transistor radio.
60. The leader of the group bring (a) two big bowls.

63. Our teacher stood in (the) front.
66. She called me to break the eggs in (the) front.
69. Every rows have their (a) leader.

72. Others telling (an) interesting stories.

75. It was (the) Christmas time.

78. There were (a) gifts and a lot of candy.
81. My sister and I went to (the) church.
84.  It has (a) one house of rest and change our clothes.

87. In (the) Science, I learn things around roe.

90. In / leader bring the knife.
93. And / boy sweep the floor.
96. I bring a saucer and / fork.

99. The leader will bring the bowl and / knife.
102. They children put the white in other bowl and put 

the yolk and / other bowl.
105. When / leader go out and cook the eggs the members 

arrange the desk.
108. All grade six children had / activity last Friday.

111. I continued separating until all / white had drop.
114. While they are eating, / teacher grade our manners.

117. The leader and / assistant leader went out.

120. The leader and / assistant leader divided the eggs.



123. I mix the white and / yolk.

126. The leader and / assistance told to the members 
to give their twenty centavos.

129. I beat with / egg beater.

132. Each group have a leader and / assistant.

D. Wrong Form of the Genitive

135. Each one of classmate bring one eggs.
138. The leader told that all of his member should bring

141. All the four section had an activity.
144. And all my classmate laugh and also my teacher.

E. Error in the Construction of Clause Modifiers
147. And those who does not know how to break an egg.

F. Word Order

150. Finish arranges the all things and the leader come 
back.

153. The all Grade VI boy and girl was have activity.
156. When the all children finish the leader go out.

G. Use of Irrelevant Expressions
159. The other are laughing because (my) one classmate 

fell down.
H. Incorrect Word Building

162. The group bring eggs beater.
165. The leader 2 members put the bread, coca-cola, and 

the glass to be arrange.

APPENDIX A - Continued
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A. Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun Head
168. I have many new subject already.
171. I'm leaving many new thing.

174. I learn many new thing now.

177. A friendly letters
l80. I learn to speak well in these class.
183. I have many project.
186. Our church is around 1 1-/2 meter away from the 

church.

189. I have many friend.
192. My teacher teach me many things like football, 

basketball, and many other.
195. I visit my two friend at the gate.
198. All subject are very easy.
201. I have many subject.

204. I have many friend.

207. All of them are happy for these Christmas.
210. I enjoyed seeing them wearing the dress of other 

people of other land.
213. There are enjoy with member of other organization.
216. There was a fairs held from Nov. 30 - Dec. 5.
219. I learn to read, write, and speak English well 

in these class.

A RANDOM SAMPLING OF ERRORS IN MODIFICATION 
STRUCTURE OF A NOUN 

First Year

APPENDIX B
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222. I have many other.

225. I have many new subject.

228. I would like to have a friends in Dumangas.

231. I'm learning many new environment.

234. I have many subject like health and physical edu
cation.

237. We have very many subject here.

240. I feel very happy because very many friend.

243. What are the obligations of a high school students.

B. Vocabulary Inappropriateness
246. But in all fiesta this year our town fiesta is the 

most happiest.

249. I want to earn a few money.

252. There are many foods to eat.

255. My room teacher is Mr. Cruz.

C. Error in the Use of Articles
258. I'm learning many new things in (the) school.
261. I'm learning to sew (the) dress of (the) baby in 

this subject.
264. The exhibits were poultry with (a) white leghorn 

and hampshire.
267. It was held in (the) celebration of the feast day 

of our beloved patron Saint Barbara.
270. Dec. 23 come, (the) Innocent day.
273. I'll go to (the) church to hear (the) mass.

APPENDIX B - Continued
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APPENDIX B - Continued

276. My mother taught me to be (a) successful.

279. Many of the girl went to (the) church.

282. In midnight, I went to church to hear (a) mass.

285. I learn to sew, make gardens, and canh(the) foods 
well in this class.

288. I cook our food for (a) lunch.

291. Mother prepared (the) suman, rice cakes, and etc.

294. I have (a) very many friends here.

297. In the first time I went to (the) school I'm 
ashamed.

300. And many of / girls played the firecrackers on the 
farm.

303. In / morning I played firecrackers.

306. Brother roasted / pig.

309. I clean / surroundings of / lunch counter.

312. I'm in / first year.

315. How would you like to have / new friend?

318. I'm in / first year now.

321. / First year is also winning in volleyball and foot
ball.

324. I have sewed a dress, / bib, booties, and other 
things for children use.

327. This was / happiest time of the history of our town.

330. From / foot we pass at S. Agustin.

333. I don't mind my hardships anymore under the heat of 
/ sun.

336. Public school teacher, pioneer institute, employees 
of / rural bank.



339. I was happy in / Sta. Barbara Vocational High School.

342. In / afternoon my father and my brothers went to 
harvest the rice.

345. I don’t like to be late for a train in going to 
Manila.

348. That was a happiest day.

D. Wrong Form of the Genitive

351. Before Christ nativity we heard that mass for several 
times.

354. And all of the girl very happy went to the church.

357. On New Year Eve, I went to our house.
360. There was a children fancy show.

363. All the thing we need at home.

E. Wrong Expression of Comparison

366. But in all fiesta this year our town fiesta is the 
most happiest.

369. This day is very happy in all my life.

F. Error in the Construction of Clause Modifiers

372. In Church you saw a beautiful manger that Jesus is 
layed and the big stars.

G. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers

375. He washes his face and wear her clean clothes.

378. His maid cooks her breakfast every morning.

APPENDIX B - Continued
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H. Word Order

381. My in charge teacher is Mrs. Lopez.

I. Use of Irrelevant Expressions

384. Mother helped canh our food (for me).

387. On Dec. 3 we have a practice inside (of) the carni
val ground.

390. This invocation (blessing) was done by Rev. Fr. 
Martirez.

393. (In) the following day the band go around the town.

j. Wrong Position

396. She only wear simple dresses.

K. Incorrect Word Building

399. There were an amateurs singing contest.

402. We prepared something to cooked.

405. The much needed rest will be ours.
408. After the one week vacation I went home.

411. My teacher's adviser was Mrs. Surmieda.

414. There were many floats own by high school students.

417. We are now busy with our coming inter class meet.
420. We have a inter class meet.

423. He's daughter prepares his breakfast.
426. We are busy with our coming Inter-Class Meet.

429. She received a five peso bill.
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432. She handed me a crisp five peso bill.

435. My father gave me a five peso bill.

438. The five days fiesta of our town was successful.
441. There was a drill by the fourth year students lead 

by Rogelio.



A. Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun Head

444. I am sure that this three subject you did not study 
this year in your school.

447. We are constructing many kind of squares such as 
pentagon, hexagon, and so on.

450. There are many kind of foods are discussing.

453. This objects have top view.

456. We have these subject that you have not in your 
school.

459. We draw different view.

462. We are drawing many different geometrical figure.

465. We study the different kind of views.

468. I saw beautiful views, and very many palm growing.

471. So we enjoyed seeing those circus.

474. Some student like to have an excursion.

477. I have no money in these coming New Year.

480. I am learning many new thing.

483. They gathered many shell.

486. Mother received some letter.

489. At the noon we could see many interesting show.

492. The students wore their uniform.

495. I have many subject like Science, Phil. Hist., 
and Agriculture.

APPENDIX C 
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498. I learn to speak, read, and write English well in 
this classes.

501. Every Sundays many people go there.

504. I carry many new subject.
507. I have different kind of show.
510. There are many kind of tools we used.

B. Vocabulary Inappropriateness

513. I saw a foolish dog.
516. In shop we study tools and there uses.
519. In my study of materials we can learn the composi

tion of materials environment.
522. The children have must fun in the wide ground.

525. We attended the highly mass.
528. I helped my mother sewed my tore clothes.

531. There was a siam battle.
534. Other families borrowed plates and other borrowed 

utensils.

C. Error in the Use of Articles
537. I have (a) different subjects from yours.
540. We have (a) study of material.

543. And now are constructing patterns we have already 
made a petticoat as (a) project no. 1.

546. In the shop is about (a) chairs, stool, and other 
project.

549. In (the) trade drawing I will draw (a) geometrical 
figures.
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552. Study of material is like (a) General Science.

555. We have (a) three subjects offered here.

558. In food trades they make (a) recipes.

561. We study about the name of (a) metal, plastic, tex
tiles, and many others.

564. At (the) midnight.

567. At (the) noon we could see many interesting show.

570. We discuss about / kind of matter, / composition 
of matter and the sources of matters

573. I am / second year student now.

576. For / girl there two only.
579. / Sophomore Council Induction was held at the

science building.
582. During the induction of / Young Artist Club / I 

still very happy.
585. Our teacher in shopwork was Mr. Jose Dumdum in / 

the first semester.
588. Section One was inducted by Mr. Prias, head of / 

vocational department.
591. During / induction, I was happy because there were 

many people.
594. After finish the speaker by the president of / 

sophomore council.

597. It was / unlucky day.
600. Children play in / playground.
603. After I cooked / rice, I arranged the furniture.
606. I'm in / second year.

609. On / 24th of December we attended mass.
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612. / Ifugao Rice Terraces - A Beauty Spot.

615. It is facing the Roman Catholic Church and / 
Independence Church.

618. I enjoyed very much during / fiesta.

621. There were a Siam battle of / fourth year.
624. The idea was adopted as / theme of the fiesta.

627. I go to the plaza and saw a carnival.

630. I think was a happiest day of all our induction.

D. Wrong Form of the Genitive
633. Benito got well beyond his mother expectation.
636. We were just frightened by one of our companion.

639. I am very happy during Christmas and New Years 
Eve.

642. This course it make aparadors, stools, and teacher 
chair.

E. Wrong Expression of Comparison
645. My shop is very big than other shops.

648. As a second year, we have a subject that is same as 
to your subject.

F. Error in the Construction of Clause Modifiers
651. In my study of materials subject, I study about the 

materials that surrounds us.
654. The subject that are offered is study of materials.
657. In study of materials we study about materials that 

is found in our surroundings.
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660. During induction, I was happy because there were 
many people meet.

663. There are so many people go to Villa Beach.

666. Good player which you can be proud of.

669. Radio talents in the world of voices which was 
invited by our beloved Mayor.

G. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers

672. I helped take good care of our baby brothers.

675. I studied about the kinds of metals that are found 
in the shop and its properties and uses.

678. The people borrowed the plates or spoons from the 
barrio or her neighbor before the fiesta.

H. Word Order
681. We make a plates of rectangular, octagon, and 

diagonal.

I. Use of Irrelevant Expressions
684. I have (some) many friends there.

687. There was a children fancy dress (of the) (children).

J. Wrong Position
690. We have a grandstand donated by Congressman Ladrido 

facing our playground.

K. Word Building

693. We invited Mr. Libutaque and our beloved Mayor.
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When my 13 days came, I am very happiest receiv
ing my friends.

699. I got an entranced test.

702. Sophomore officers were inducted by beloved Mayor.
705. The project offer inside the shop are electromagnet, 

electric bell, buzzer, and many others.
708. In my study of materials we can learn the composi

tion of materials environment.
711. Mother gave me five peso bill.

714. During June Saint's Day many people go to Baclaran.
717. She gave me a crisp two peso bill.
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Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun Head

720. Dressmaking is hard work but it is also good and 
suited to the job of every women.

723. Inside the room there are many kind of furniture.
726. Every cadets is always ready to receive instruction 

from him.
729. During my leisure time I gathered some rice stalk.
732. Upon receiving these letter I hope that you feel 

very happy.
735. At your side the two table surrounded with chairs.

738. For a few day you find out.
741. In the wall we can find several picture of horses.

744. Many old man and woman were exhausted.
747. She is too young compared to other teacher.

750. Lanterns are hanged in every houses.
753. During Christmas every houses has decoration.
756. Many student from other school go there.
759. Even this things can lost my sorrows and furnitures.
762. Try to recall those sad moment 
765. Some civilian who were caught were forced to dig 

their own holes.
768. This years I'm in a third year.
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771. I was surprised at that kinds of animal I saw.
774. But that days did not last long.

B. Vocabulary Inappropriateness

777. I was in the middle of the densely forest.
780. The main appreciating beauty of this library is the 

new smile of the librarian.
783. We were very happy joking and teasing each other in 

the cooled water.
786. I swam in the floody river.

789. She has regular nose.
792. The flying parachutes frightened the fear people.

795. It was a very happiness moment I can remember.
798. Mrs. Capanang has this big difference to this two 

teachers.
801. I believe that we have desame personality.
804. He has a kindly heart.
807. There nerves are shattering.

810. During my primary and intermediate I studied in 
Agutayan Lupa Elementary School.

813. We played a joke store.
816. We study there sources, properties, and there com

positions.
819. I experience many happenings from my childhood days 

through my teenage age.

C. Error in the Use of Articles
822. Here in (the) school there are many improvements 

made.
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825. Under it are many cabinets which contains (the) 
cups, plates, glasses, and other kitchen utensils.

828. It has (a) complete materials that the students 
needs in making their projects.

831. That night before (the) Christ was born my cousins 
and I went to the tower of the church.

834. Above the washing place has (a) different cabinets.

837. She has (a) natural curly hair, regular nose, rosy 
cheeks and sparkling eyes.

840. It is (a) good work because we have no expenses.

843. Mike Monster was assigned to (the) our school.

846. When (the) night came, I went to the beauty parlor.

849. Most of them died of (the) thirst.

852. Every house we can see (a) many beautiful decora
tions.

855. They teach me (a) good manners.

858. Writing (a) paragraphs from one outline.

861. When my mother bought for me (a) one rolled of pad 
paper, I exchange it with santol.

864. I'm the typist in / editorial staff of the school 
organ.

867. I considered the droplets of water as the tears 
of / beautiful lady.

870. Mario, Mila, and I went to / coconut plantation.
873. In front of this extension is the stairs which is 

the project of / P.E. students.
876. This is also / duck's house.

879. Swimming is / very enjoyable sport.
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882. We can also find the picture of the company for
mation, a rifle, and / manual of arms.

885. I see our Lord born in / manger.

888. / Filipino people don’t expect that / Japanese 
people will come to attack our place.

891. Some people like boating in / wide sea of Laguna.

894 She was / native in Leganes, Iloilo.

897. I know all / plain iron.
900. When I was in / primary grade my teacher is Mrs. 

Hisole.
903. During the vacation I make / garden around our 

house.

906. When I was / small boy, I'm the naughty boy in the 
family.

909. When I reached / intermediate grade I'm so happy.

912. When I was five years old my mother liked to send 
me in / kindergarten.

915. I was not able to continue my studies in / elemen
tary grade.

918. Mrs. Capanang is a teacher I admire most.
921. When I was a elementary boy I sometimes play and 

sing.

924. He is a "Barrio Capitan" in our barrio.

D. Wrong Form of the Genitive
927. We went to coconut plantation of Nilos father 

to get some young coconut fruits.
930. At the left side is the librarian table.
933. One of the wheel was not in its proper place.
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936. There is the teacher table.
939. Smudging mango is one of the common practice of 

our folks in order to earn their living.

942. In one of the post you can see the picture of the 
late President Quezon.

945. The one I admire most is one of my teacher.
948. Christmas is one of the happiest day for all of us.
951. Then we went to the house of one of the boarder.
954. My fathers names Isidro Sumilhig.

957. Pedro Juanito is my father name.
960. My fathers names' Aristotle Lapi-an.

E. Wrong Expression of Comparison
963. She is religious girl among her friends.

F. Error in Clause Construction
966. He is a medium sized fair complexed fellow who 

sports crewcut and stand five feet.

969. Books that tells the English literature.
972. That is my memory, my angel and perhaps the ideal 

of all, especially for those who knows how to admire 
beauty.

975. We can find many beautiful views that lies from 
Balic.

978. This flower garden is planted with roses which 
attracts insects.

981. She is a girl which possesses a moderate personality.
984. He is the kind of boy where everybody wants to 

admire.
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987. It has many big trees which serves as waiting shade.

G. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers

990. Flowers are plants that I like to plant in my garden 
because it can add beauty to your surroundings.

H. Word Order

993. Our library is located in the quadrangle of the 
school building which is between the two last rooms.

I. Use of Irrelevant Expressions

996. Everyone is entitled to admire whatever thing (which) 
is admirable.

999. When I'm (at the age) of seven years old my mother 
enrolled me in grade one.

1002. I continue to go to school until I reached (my) 
high school.

J. Wrong Position

1005. It was in the year of 1941 when the II World War 
broke out.

1008. It is the time when our Savior was born in the town 
of Bethlehem that saved our sin.

I. Word Building

1011. The first thing that will attract our eyes is the 
CHS library manage by our beautiful librarian.

1014. A good looking lady stood near me.

1017. When I saw. a man lighted a missile bomb I run as 
fast as I can.

1020. I told him I saw a man lighted a missile bomb.
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1023. The panic stricken people fled to the mountain.

1026. It did not seem just an ordinary 24 hour day.

1029. You can see many people going to church worshipping 
the newly born king.

1032. I went with my mother selling ready made clothes.

1035. After four months stay there, my teacher told me 
to go home.

1038. I will make vegetables garden.

1041. When I was six year's old my father send me to 
kindergarten.
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A. Lack of Agreement in Number Between Noun-Phrase Markers 
and the Noun-Head

1044. I spent five minute waiting for them.
1047. She was living in Silay City at about a distance 

of three meter from the house of my aunt.
1050. In a few minute she arrived.

1053. When the wife of a policemen went down from his 
house, he saw her husband lay cold near the church.

1056. Several second after, they saw him disappearing.
1059. There were two person lying at middle of the audi

torium.

1062. I head a cry of a babies.

1065. They have a parties.
1068. He is the person I’ve met with those quality that I 

can never forget.

1071. How sweet this pickles is!
1074. Elsa ordered two bowl of batchoy.
1077. There’s also some picture of the nymph.
1080. Maybe I have the privilege to give a little hint of 

this clothes and fashions.
1083. This boys were named George and John.
1086. Put the law into effect in order to catch those 

person involved.
1089. Peace and order have not reached a stages when 

people can walk freely about.

1092. These are my classmate.
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1095. Two sister are conversing.

1098. One of the group told a very romantic and funny 
stories.

B. Vocabulary Inappropriateness

1101. We brought with us the braveness of Boy shown at 
the middle of a hundred people.

1104. We conversed with its other.

1107. A simple money cannot repay it.

1110. The beautiful lady was a fairy and she wanted to 
bring you on there house.

1113. I saw the big man standing with a white dress.

1116. I dreamed a witch that has a wide hair.

1119. The forest there that have many ripe guava is a 
very bad place.

1122. I was attracted by the golden light of the sitting 
sun.

1125. Lito is very handsome and an intellectual boy.
1128. But because of the joke of faith, those happy days 

were gone.

1131. She has sparkling eyes and kissing lips.

1134. It was a very time for home.
1137. Is it your vacant today?

1140. Did you see some sceneful places while boating?

1143. I can take a jeep or round trip.
1146. We are just lucky to meet its other.

1149. But mostly of our youth buy cigarettes.

1152. After the month end they receive there salaries.

1155. All around the school campus are signs of vanda
lism writings.
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1158. There are some many women which is the subject 
of raping.

1161. It is more common among our teens men.

1164. The old traffic regulation could not help solve 
the crowdness of the students.

1167. Nowadays mostly of our people are educated.

1170. Smoking is luxurious practice.

C. Error in the Use of Articles

1173. That was the will of (the) God.

1176. Later on we received (a) news that he had a second 
wife there.

1179. She has also (a) rosy checks.

1182. He even gave Romeo (a) money for his expenses.
1185. Mila is (a) worth remembering human being.

1188. They told me to wait them near the old man selling 
(a) peanut.

1191. When (the) night is came I went to bed and sleep.

1194. After (the) dinner my friend told me to saw the 
game.

1197. We can see no Christmas decorations like the rich 
have such as (a) Christmas tree, toys and gifts.

1200. There was a silvery bright star that appeared and 
(a) angels and shepherds came to adore Him.

1203. This friend of mine told me that she head (a) news.
1206. Other are put in prison by raping (a) women.

1209. It’s (a) high time for us to adjust ourselves.
1212. During this Christmas time there will be (a) reasons 

why people are singing carols.
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1215. I think she is / very humble girl.

1218. We were classmates in / first year.

1221. On the group there was / girl which makes my heart 
beat like thunder.

1224. "I think you are happy now because I'm here beside 
you," I says in / joke.

1227. Today is the month of / dead.

1230. I was crying for / love of a true friend.

1233. She went to / extent of cutting her classes.

1236. The amateur contest is / recreation to develop / 
hidden talent among our people.

1239. I head the sound of / airplane.
1242. Then they request one of / policemen to find me.

1245. It was / cloudy night.
1248. Having heard all those, I made a signs of / cross.

1251. There is / one-way traffic regulation in our school.

1254. / individual is daily faced with decisions that
have to do with morality.

1257. We can at least give / good name to ourselves.

1260. The recent traffic rule maintained not only peace 
in / school campus.

1263. I didn't forget how he help me during / rainy 
season.

1266. We sat on the grass seeing being thing like / 
clouds above us, / valleys with water flowing in 
it / green fields in front of us.

1269. / great number of students and jobless are involved 
in these vices.

1272. We can at least give / good name to ourselves.
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1275. The recent traffic rule maintained not only peace 
in / school campus.

1278. One Monday afternoon at / vacant period, Maria and 
Ana went to / library.

1281. Many of / things reviewed did not come out.
1284. It was on vocation days when a friends of my sister 

drop at home.
1287. He told me also not to believe that the ghost of 

the dead person came back.

1290. She gave a umbrella and raincoat.

1293. It was a Patron Saint Day of Jaro.
1296. I head a cry of a babies.
1299. Lead them to a right path.
1302. Cheating is an easiest way in order to receive a 

higher rank.

D. Wrong Form of the Genitive
1305. I continued my vacation in Silay City there is my 

aunt house.

1308. We gave opinion on ones ideal man.
1311. I'll send some of my patrolman.
1314. Then they requested one of the policeman to find me.
1317. They rushed to Cecelias mother.
1320. After a few hours at her cousins house, Lita 

planned to take us to the restaurant.
1323. Is there anyone of your friend which is like Linda?
1326. I saw her in one of my trip to Iloilo City.
1329. But one of our classmate asked the question.
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1332. One of her characteristic was faithful and loving 
friend.

1335. One of our body cell died.

1338. Let us pick some leaves from my aunt house.

1341. She invited many of her friend from other places.

1344. All sorts of thing entered my minds.

1347. All my classmate give their money to the leader.

E. Wrong Expression of Comparison

1350. The Lipa City is also big like Iloilo.

1353. It is worst than stealing.
1356. Cheating is an easiest way in order to receive a 

higher mark.

1359. It was a very interesting occasion I ever met.

F. Error in the Construction of Clause Modifiers
1362. My friend I’ve met which I treated her as my sister.

1365. There are questions that until now prevails in my 
mind.

1368. A person which has been given a wonderful memory.

1371. Her eyes which shines like the twinkling stars.

1374. The one who cheat fools himself.

1377. There’s nothing which help promote good health.
1380. So people who wants to have his life last longer 

quit smoking.
1383. I have a friend which is very close to me.

G. Incorrect Use of Pronominal Modifiers.
1386. A young girl emerged from a crowded express train 

and made his way through the milling throng.
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1389. So people who wants to have his life last longer quit 
smoking or dig your own graves.

1392. My sister had invited his girl friend from Iloilo.

1395. Every afternoon you can find them in the tuba 
store with his gang.

1398. I run to the mango tree and slide down to his roots.

1401. Her aunt alone with his two children who lived 
in a big house in a compound area was awakened.

1404. I joined (to) the team with joy.

1407. Among (of) many friend you have the one which you 
like best.

1410. One of (our most) problem in school is drunkenness.
1413. (This) Christmas signifies the humbleness of Christ.

1416. Everybody could share (a happy) contentment.

1419. I went to the market (day) of Pototan to sell scythes.

1422. I went to the house of my grandfather three and one 
half kilometer (far) from my house.

1425. Individual below 21 years (of ages) cannot drink 
alcoholic drink.

I. Wrong Position
1423. She only wear in simple dresses.
1431. While the train continued running, the conversa

tion was very interesting about their school life.

1434. Mila is a worth remembering human being.
1437. I saw a lady sitting at the back with her prim dress.

J. Word Order

1440. He hold my dress and stared at my both eyes.
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K. Word Building

1443. He was the son of a well to do family.

1446. I became a keened observer.

1449. The students canteen is located at the end of the 
left wing of our main building.

1452. Our PMT is located in the front of the school 
building.

1455. There in Negros Town Tablas were a better place 
for furniture making.

1458. The fifteen minutes Religion class had not started 
when the bell rang.

1461. But the kind hearted Mayor comforted him.

1464. She was a soft spoken lady.

1467. I am reminded of my love one.

1470. The passenger neared me helped pushed the "tum- 
buan."

1473. The two boys were conversing at the front of the 
train's station.

1476. How do you find your place compare in your own.

1479. I have just seen the ever not-to-be-forget the 
show.

1482. Up to date fashion may not only add beauty to the 
wearer but also gain the respect of others.

1485. This roasted chicken made my mouth watered.

1488. Yes, I have heard it soft voice.

1491. Success can be gained only through patience and 
perseverance in all the hardships meet in their 
life.

1494. The way will not block by other students that 
coming out and in from their room.
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1497. Smoking affect he health of the smokers fellows.
1500. He would not looked close enough to see others 

people .

1503. Some of our students do not give particular atten
tion to one of our schools regulations.

1506. This was changed by the new one in order to have 
a way traffic.

1509. Cheating is an effective way practiced by the stu
dents 

1512. One way traffic is now practice in school.

1515 • Writing on his notebooks and magazines covers 
sometimes in his poems.

1518. You are lucky you have a piece of land to cared 
for.

1521. One man was stabbed the other man, but because 
of the hero's deed of Boy, a man was not hit.
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The Problem

A number of studies have been done to determine the 
influence of the native language of a student on his study 
of a foreign language. The data yielded from those inves

tigations have been of much help to the teachers, the su

pervisors, the textbook writers, and other researchers.
The grammatical structures of the native language 

have indeed been found to have influence, either to inter
fere with the learning of categories in the target language 
or to facilitate it. The second-language learner’s first 

language is, therefore, of interest to his language teacher.
Structures of the foreign language which are simi

lar in meaning and distribution and formation to some struc
ture in the native language will be easy to learn because 

old learning can be transferred. Some structures are dif
ficult because they require the second-language learner to 
change his old habits, or to reorganize his old habits under 
a new system.

The results of the investigations have given rise 
to more fruitful methods of teaching English as a second 
language. If the English teacher is aware of the trouble 
spots the students will have in their oral and written 
work, he will be guided well in the preparation of his 
lessons and in his choice of devices or techniques to be
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employed. Conversant with the "do's" and "don't's" of 

effective language teaching, the English teacher will have 

more success in his teaching.

This study was an attempt to pinpoint the trouble 

spots in English noun-head modifications which were due 

to the interference of the native language, to classify 

them, to obtain some indication of the magnitude and per

sistence of these errors, and to establish the hierarchy 

of difficulty of these structures.

Method of Procedure

Since the student’s original written work is a good 
indicator of how much learning has taken place, the written 

compositions of 800 students from five grade levels, Grade 

VI to the Fourth Year in high school, served as the corpus 

of this study. The compositions were selected at random 
(one out of three) from 2,402 compositions collected from 

six schools.

Then these compositions were grouped and analyzed 

by grade levels. During the running tally of the errors, 

emerging patterns of types of errors in noun-head modifi

cations were noted. Then the errors were classified into 

categories. Later, some types were reclassified into sub
types. With the errors properly listed and grouped, a fre

quency count of the occurrence in each year was taken. The 

percentage equivalent of each error in relation to the total
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number of errors was taken for each grade level to derive 

some measure of the magnitude of the difficulty for each 

grade and its persistence through the years.

As the third step, a count of both the correct and 

the incorrect usages under each category found in the compo- 

sitions of the fourth year cases was done to determine the 

success of teaching at the end of the period of study. 

Then the percentage equivalent of the wrong usages in rela

tion to the correct usages was solved for each category. 

The rank of difficulty of the errors was then determined 

in terms of the relative mastery of each structure as re

vealed by these percentages. Another frequency count was 

taken, this time in terms of the students committing the 

error, in order to nullify the effect of length in composi

tion work. The error had to be committed twice by a student 

before he was considered as one who had not mastered that 

structure and be tallied as a "case in error." The per

centage equivalent in relation to the total number of cases 

was computed to show the ranking difficulty of the errors 

with this new perspective. All the tables were then stud

ied and interpreted.
The fourth procedure was a contrastive study of 

comparable English and Hiligaynon sentences. The correct 
English versions of the sentences used as "key” for each 
error type under study was given to a native informant to
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translate into Hiligaynon. An analysis of the structuring 

of the correct English sentence, the incorrect English 

sentence, and their Hiligaynon gloss was undertaken. Com

parison revealed which types of errors were caused by the 

interference of the native language.

Findings

The gross count of the frequency of errors and the 

count of the number of cases committing each error pointed 

out the relative difficulty of each type of error in five 

grade levels. The types of errors in the first half of the 

ranking lists were the same for both. Of special interest 

is the consistency of the ranking of the difficulty in the 

use of articles, the observance of number agreement be

tween noun-phrase markers and the noun head, and the con

struction of modifying clauses, which were first, second, 

and sixth, respectively, in both. The types of errors 

which were committed more frequently by the fourth year 

students are those more advanced students should be expected 

to commit when they are trying to express themselves more 

freely, but the great persistence of the error in the use 

of the genitive should be a cause for much concern because 
it is a basic structure. The two other basic structures 

which have not been mastered even after ten years, as shown 

by a percentage equivalent that is still high, are the use 

of articles and number agreement. These types of errors
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are due to the influence of the Hiligaynon. Error in the 

use of pronominal modifiers, which is another basic struc

ture, is also due to the interference of the native lan

guage. The word-for-word translations of the dialect re

sult in the use of irrelevant expressions, error in position 

of modifiers, error in word order, error in clause construc

tions, and error in expression of comparison. When one con

cept in Hiligaynon equals several concepts in English, errors 

in choice of vocabulary and word building occur. It has 

been shown that the eleven types of errors were caused by 

the interference of Hiligaynon.

Conclusions

Much of the difficulty in learning a second language 

is due to interference from the native language of the 

learners. The interference found by this study arises 

from the following differences in the signalling systems 

involved:

1. One concept in one language is split into 

several concepts in another;

2. A relatively free word order is translated 

into a relatively fixed word order;

3. Obligatory word orders which are similar in 

meaning are opposite in arrangement;
4. The same concept is signalled by different 

morphological processes.
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Recommendations

Here are a few recommendations based on the findings 

of this study:

1. Language teachers can improve their teaching by 

always trying to spot errors that often occur and making 

even just an informal contrastive analysis of the native 

way of expressing the communication situation involved and 

the foreign language way, to see whether any interference 

in the new learning is due to former speech habits.

2. Since non-mastery of the basic structures in 

the early years will compound difficulty later (this study 

shows that such errors also tend to be persistent), it is 

recommended that the basic structures be given much empha

sis during the early years of study so that correct use of 

such structures as the articles, items with special dis

tribution like "little" and "few" and the common "one of 

. . . " becomes automatic.

3. The child's loyalty to his native language is 

a strong impediment in learning; therefore, strong moti

vations must go with foreign language learning, no matter 
at what age.

4. More studies of the distinctive features of 
Hiligaynon be conducted. Researches on the following are 
recommended:

a. The System of Particles - Particles like 
"sang," "sa," "nga," etc. interfere with the
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learning of English especially. Although some indi

cation of how they function is given here, a more 
definitive description of their distribution and 
function is needed before the full extent of their 

influence on the learning of a second language by 

a Hiligaynon speaker can be determined.
b. Word Order - Word order in Hiligaynon is 

optional and it is obligatory in English. These 
conflicting features provide a reason for an in

teresting study in this area. Some such questions 
as these seek answers: How free is Hiligaynon word 
order? Among the possibilities, are some preferred 
to others so as to be considered "characteristic" 

of the dialect?
c. The Function Words in Hiligaynon - What 

are the function words in Hiligaynon? What is their 
distribution? What structural meanings do they sig
nal? How do they compare with English function words? 

5. This study is limited to errors in the use of 

noun-head modifiers. Further studies of the same nature 
may be on the modification structure of the verb and that 
of the modifiers themselves.

6. School personnel, including classroom teachers, 

should study the literature on bilingualism in order to 
avail themselves of findings of studies on the effect on
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the child of the study of more than one language. This 
background should help curriculum makers decide what real
istic objectives to set and what accomplishment to expect. 
Teachers should be helped by their study in (1) providing 
the appropriate background for language study, (2) pro
viding proper motivations for learning, (3) choosing ef
fective aids, (4) knowing what achievements a language 
learner can be capable of, (5) deciding on the nature and 
sequence of the learning activities.

7. Teachers, English teachers in particular, should 
know about the basic structures of Hiligaynon. A teacher's 
adequate knowledge of how the native language works is essen
tial to his comparative study of the two languages.
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